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with their tour of duty."

In a laboratory stress test, operators who had received decorations for
gallantry performed as well as their nondecorated (but equally competent)
colleagues, but showed lower physiological responsiveness. This result is
in keeping with our finding that decorated operators differed on some psycho-
metric features from their nondecorated colleagues.

It was concluded that training and small-group support make important
contributions to courageous performance, and, in addition, there may be a
small number of people who are constitutionally capable of coping with high
levels of stress.
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DEVELOPMENT OF COURAGE IN MILITARY PERSONNEL IN TRAINING AND
PERFORMANCE IN COMBAT SITUATIONS

PART ONE: OVERVIEW

Objectives

The objectives of this project were as follows:

o To investigate the components of courage;

o To study the development of courage through training to performance; and

o To identify distinctive qualities, if any, of courageous people.

Fearlessness and Courage in Bomb-Disposal Operators

Much of our knowledge about fearless and courageous performance is derived
from the study of military personnel. In setting out to test some fresh ideas
on the nature and development of courageous performance, it was felt that mili-
tary bomb-disposal operators would make a particularly suitable group for study.
They are regularly required to deal with dangerous and ingenious improvised
explosive devices (IEDs) and to perform highly technical work, involving care-
ful judgments, during the most hazardous parts of the task. This demanding
work, in which a major error is likely to be fatal, seemed to us to provide an
unusual opportunity for attempting to expand our understanding of courageous
performance. Fortunately, we were able to obtain admirable cooperation from
the Royal Army Ordnance Corps (RAOC) and from the Royal Army Medical Corps
(RAMC), and this enabled my colleagues (Dr. R. Hallam and Dr. D. Cox) and me
to carry out a series of investigations over the past 4 years.

These investigations, ranging from retrospective analyses of statistical
data obtained in the field to psychophysiological laboratory experiments on
performance under stress, have in turn been directed at the selection, train-
ing, performance, and post-tour adjustment of bomb-disposal operators of the
RAOC. By also obtaining the cooperation of a group of bomb-disposal operators
who had received awards for gallantry, we were placed in an especially for-
tunate position to address the intriguing question of whether or not there
exists a group of people who are particularly resistant to stress, i.e., who
are especially fearless, in our terms.

All of the bomb-disposal operators who participated in these studies had
completed a tour of duty in Northern Ireland. Since the bombing campaign
gained momentum in the late 1960s, the annual rate of incidents reached 3,000
to 4,000, or approximately 10 per day. Between 1969 and September 1981, 31,273
incidents were dealt with. The hazardous and demanding nature of the work can
be gauged from the fact that 17 operators were killed between 1969 and 1981,
and roughly 1 in 4 operators have received decorations for gallantry. During
the period from 1970 to 1981, 177 awards were made to members of the Royal Army
Ordnance Corps engaged in bomb-disposal work. In the earliest stages of the



campaign, the bomb-disposal operators were exposed to extreme danger. With
growing experience, and the introduction of increasingly reliable techniques
and equipment, the hazards of the tasks have been reduced. However, it will
be appreciated that in spite of these advances, rendering safe an improvised
explosive device inevitably involves danger. In view of the large number of
incidents that have been successfully dealt with, the performance of the bomb-
disposal operators has been astonishingly successful. All suitably qualified
officers and soldiers in the RAOC with the rank of sergeant and above are
considered eligible for bomb-disposal duties, and when selected, they are
given the specialised training that enables them to carry out their hazardous
work. The bomb-disposal operators are organised into small cohesive units,
and typically spend 4 months on a tour of duty. A nontechnical account of
their duties is given by MacDonald (1977) in Stopping the Clock.

Background

A few words on the background of this research are necessary before re-
lating the results of our investigations. Pursuing a new view of fear, origi-
nally proposed by Professor Lang of Wisconsin University, enables one to deduce
some fresh notions on the nature of courage. Lang (1970) argued that fear con-
sists of at least three major components (overt behaviour, subjective report,
and physiological activity) and that these components are imperfectly coupled.
He criticised the view that fear is "some hard phenomenal lump that lives
inside people, that we may palpate more or less successfully." The three
major components of fear are related to each other, but in an imperfect man-
ner, for they are partially independent.

Regarding fear as a unitary phenomenon, and relying on a single measi re
of fear, has several disadvantages. Because many people are inclined to urder-
rate their ability to cope with dangerous situations, too great a reliance on
a person's expectations of how frightened he or she will feel in some antici-
pated situation may lead one to underestimate courage. On the other i-and,
placing too little reliance on a person's subjective expectations may lead
one to underestimate the degree of fear.

Applying Lang's views to the analysis of courage leads one to expect
that people may be willing to approach a frightening object or situation but
experience a high degree of subjective fear and/or unpleasant bodily reactions.
Persistence in the face of these subjective and physical signs of fear is one
definition of courage. In technical terms, psychologists can now describe
courageous conduct as an example of the uncoupling of the three major compo-
nents of fear, in which the person's overt behaviour has advanced "beyond"
subjective discomfort. In this distinction, people who continue to approach
a fearful object or situation without experiencing subjective fear or unpleas-
ant bodily reactions are displaying fearless rather than courageous conduct.

Reviewing a range of evidence in 1978, it proved possible to compile a
list of factors that contribute to courageous behaviour (Rachman, 1978). In
brief, it was concluded that possession of the appropriate skill required in
the dangerous situation serves to increase courage, and the most important im-
mediate determinant of courageous performance is a sense of self-confidence
about one's skills. A high level of motivation to succeed makes an important
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contribution to initiating and maintaining courageous behaviour; similarly,
the demands placed upon the person in the particular situation (e.g., group
pressure to proceed) have a powerful influence. The results of this review
were consistent with the emphasis that is so often placed on the need to train
people in order to carry out hazardous duties. what might be called "training
for courage' plays an important part in preparing people to undertake dangerous
jobs such as fire-fighting or parachuting. One element of such training, the
gradual and graduated practice of the dangerous tasks likely to be encountered,
seems to be especially valuable. In the early stages of training people to
carry out hazardous tasks, success is more likely if the person's motivation
is raised appropriately. This should help the person to persevere in spite
of subjective apprehension.

The successful practice of courageous performance should lead to a de-
crease in subjective fear, a corresponding increase in confidence, and, finally,
to a state of fearlessness. In this sense, courage turns into fearlessness.

Inexperienced parachutists display courage when they persevere with their jumps
despite subjective fear; veteran jumpers, having successfully adapted to the
situation and acquired the necessary skills, no longer experience fear when
jumping. They have moved from courage to fearlessness.

Investigations

To begin with, we carried out a detailed statistical analysis of data
collected on 280 bomb-disposal operators during routine assessments made by
Army psychiatrists and psychologists, and here we are indebted to G. Thompson
and D. Stewart for their assistance. The information consisted of the results
of psychological tests, interviews conducted by Army psychiatrists, perfor-
mance on formal training courses, and end-of-tour reports provided by superior
officers. Perhaps because of the high overall competence and success of the
bomb-disposal operators, this analysis produced few results of significance.

The information from the psychological tests showed that the operators
were, with ve.ry few exceptions, people of stable personality and a high level

of competence. On most of the psychometric tests, they were above the norms
for the civilian population on all of those characteristics that we would re-
gard as indicating psychological health.

We then carried out a comparison between those bomb-disposal operators
who at the end of their tour of duty received ratings of above average, aver-
age, or below average from their supervising officers. There were surpris-
ingly few differences among the operators in the three categories, but there
was a slight tendency for the above-average operators to be a little more calm
and confident than the other operators--bearing in mind that the total sample
consisted of people who were unusually competent and fit. Continuing our
search for markers that might indicate whether there exists a select few who
are capable of carrying out acts of exceptional courage that distinguish them
from their fellow (highly competent) operators, we carried out a comparative
analysis of decorated operators and equally competent but nondecorated opra-
tors. Somewhat to our surprise, we came across one feature that distinguished
the decorated operators. They were found to be slightly but significantly
superior in all-round psychological health and bodily fitness. They felt well
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in their bodies and mentally fit and alert--even to a higher degree than their
competent colleagues, who, in any event, scored well above the civilian norms.
The opposite characteristic to that reported by the decorated operators is
described as "hypochondriasis," and on this particular scalt, most of the
decorated operators returned zero scores. In other words, they reported no
bodily or mental complaints whatsoever.

Although most of the evidence which we gathered points to the overwhelming
importance of training, group cohesion, and situational determinants, this
finding on the decorated operators suggests that individual characteristics do
make some contribution to the likelihooa of carrying out exceptional acts of
gallantry. In response to the ancient question, it raised the possibility that
there are courageous actors as well as courageous acts. This question was taken
up again at a later stage of the research when we carried out a psychophysio-
logical analysis of performance in the laboratory under stress (see below).

Turning to the effects of specialised training, we obtained clear evidence
of a substantial increase in skill and confidence after completion of the
special course. The value of the course is emphasized by the finding that,
after completion, the novices (i.e., those who had not yet carried out a tour
of duty as bomb-disposal operators) expressed approximately 80% of the confi-
dence reported by experienced operators. To put it another way, the training
course succeeded in taking them 80% of the way toward that combination of con-
fidence and competence that makes a successful operator. The specific value
of the training is evident from the finding that, prior to entering the train-
ing course, soldiers with previous military experience unrelated to ordnance
duties had as little confidence in dealing with explosive devices as did those
soldiers who had never been on active service.

Combat Performance

The next investigation dealt with the performance and adjustment of the
bomb-disposal operators during a tour of duty in Northern Ireland. The most
important finding is that almost all of them performed their duties success-
fully and without problems. They quickly adapted to the hazards of their work,
despite the fact that most of them had to live under constricted and difficult
improvised conditions. The process of adaptation was accelerated once the
operator successfully carried out his first operation on a genuine device.
Experience of dealing with false alarms or hoaxes made no contribution to
increasing their confidence or competence. However, once a new operator suc-
cessfully completed his first task, his confidence and feelings of competence
rose close to the level of the evperienced operators. In some of the new
operators, their first successes were followed by a brief spell of overcon-
fidence. During the tour of duty, most of the operators reported feeling calm
and relaxed for much of the time. Seven reported no fear at any time, but
four reported high levels of fear. On the whole, comparatively little dys-
phoria or psychological problems arose, but boredom and physical constriction
were common problems. Those operators who continued to perform satisfactorily
despite their fears, especially the four who reported high levels of fear,
were showing courage. Experienced operators were better able to adjust their
level of arousal during on-duty and off-duty periods; they were more proficient
at switching on and switching off discriminatively.
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At the end of the tour, operators felt satisfied with their performance,
and many regarded themselves as more mature because of their combat experience.
Most felt that their skills improved during the tour.

For experienced operators, the adjustment after completing a tour of duty
was almost always uneventful. In the case of "inexperienced* operators, how-
ever, the post-tour adjustment period was sometimes bumpy. Some of them re-
ported a feeling of being let down when they returned to the usually undemand-
ing and more mundane existence of home service. Among those operators who
experienced a difficult or demanding tour, there were signs of significant
psychological change in the post-tour period. Both the operators themselves
and their spouses (answering separately) reported more changes than did opera-
tors whose tours of duty had been comparatively uneventful. in a number of
cases, the operator's marriage was discernibly altered, sometimes in the form
of greater closeness, but in others leading to separation.

Reactions to Laboratory Stress

Following our discovery of a psychometric distinction between successful
bomb-disposal operators and their colleagues who had additionally been given
awards for gallantry, we set out to determine whether two such groups of sub-
jects would perform differently under stress in an experimentally controlled
laboratory setting. The subjective and psychophysiological reactions of a
group of decorated bomb-disposal operators were measured during a laboratory
stress task and compared to the reactions of a group of equally experienced
and successful but nondecorated bomb-disposal operators. There were no dif-
ferences between the groups in subjective reactivity, with both sets of opera-
tors describing relatively little apprehensiveness and no anxiety. As can be
seen from Figure 1, however, we came across a clear psychophysiological differ-
ence between the groups.

The laboratory stress test was divided into four periods, with the third
and fourth being the most demanding. During the first two periods of the ex-
periment, the heart rate responses of the two groups were not significantly
different. However, during the most difficult third and fourth periods of the
stress test, the decorated subjects maintained a significantly lower heart
rate than did the comparison subjects.

The fact that the two groups of subjects did not differ in subjective
reactivity adds to the interest of the psychophysiological findings. The
"courageous actors," in this case the decorated bomb-disposal operators, re-
ported an awareness of their bodily sensations to a similar extent as did the
other subjects during the stress tests and had similar subjective reactions.
It was formerly thought possible that these people have the usual psycho-
physiological reactions under stress but fail to read the signs. The results
of our experiment, however, indicate that the "courageous actors," strictly
speaking the fearless actors, were in fact less aroused psychophysiologically--
they were not merely misreading their bodily reactions. As far as this group
of men is concerned, the results also rule out the hypothesis that fearless
performers are peculiarly insensitive, or that they are denying their dis-
turbing feelings (of fear, etc.).

5
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Our findings are in keeping with comparable research carried out by
Dr. Walter Fenz (1975) on parachute jumpers, and by a Czechoslovakian worker,
Dr. D. Daniel (1976), who reported that the most competent parachutists in
his group displayed the lowest heart rate responses during stress.- The find-
ings of our experiment on bomb-disposal operators are also consistent with the

studies of the Mercury astronauts (reviewed by Rachman in 1978) and raise the
possibility that the astronauts belong to the same general pool of people from
which the decorated bomb-disposal operators are drawn.

As far as the question of courageous actors is concerned, we now have
evidence drawn from two different investigations to support the identification
of a group of people who appear to react differently when placed in a stress
situation, and who obtain slightly different scores on self-report psychometric
tests in which they indicate an optimal level of functioning.

The results of the research are not inconsistent with the analysis of
courage set forward in Fear and Courage (Rachman, 1978). The main determinants
of courageous behaviour include effective training, perceived competence, and
high group morale and cohesion. Adequate training and skills reduce one's
estimate of danger and increase self-confidence. Training experiences facili-
tate the transition from courage to fearlessness. In addition to these deter-
minants of courageous or fearless acts, we now have some slight evidence of
the existence of a small group of people who are unusually competent and calm,
and who may be particularly well suited for carrying out hazardous tasks.

Summary and Discussion

Any results produced by this research should be seen in the context of
the high success rate of members of the RAOC in carrying out bomb-disposal
duties in Northern Ireland, and of the apparent efficacy of the training pro-
cedures in making this possible.

The primary aim of the first phase of the research was to seek out vari-
ables which might predict an operator's performance in Northern Ireland.
Success in predicting poor performance would have a greater practical utility
than success in predicting excellent performance, for the obvious reason that
such information could be useful at the time of selection of candidates for
the work.

In fact, very few operators received poor end-of-tour reports, and the
group of operators who were described as "low-average* in this report cannot
be considered to be failing in an absolute sense.

The consistent finding which has emerged from the present data and Colonel
Thompson's survey is that the above-average operator stands out from the large
group of average and low-average operators, but the latter cannot be distin-
guished from each other. Psychometric test results, psychiatric screening
grade, and IED course grades do not pick out the mlow-average" operator from
the average operator.

The above-average operator, on the other hand, can be predicted to some
extent from his 16 PF psychometric test record. He is more likely to be tough-
minded and forthright and also to have obtained slightly higher course grades.
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According to the CAQ psychometric results, the decorated ammunition tech-
nicians (ATs) and ammunition technical officers (ATOs) obtained exceptionally
low scores on one of the scales (hypochondriasis), indicating a marked lack of
concern with bodily health and a lack of any feeling of being rundown, weak,
or ill. The George Medallists, considered separately, were also more calm,
confident, relaxed, and considerate, according to two other scales of the CAQ.

There are probably several factors contributing to the lack of any rela-
tionship between predictor variables and low-average performance.

1. Potentially poor operators may already have fallen by the wayside be-
fore they attain the rank of sergeant or captain and become eligible
for selection

2. The performance criterion used in this study (end-of-tour report) may
be inadequate for the purpose of identifying low-average operators

3. The low-average operator may be cushioned against severely testing
circumstances by careful assignment to teams and areas, and by
'balancing" the proportion of excellent and low-average operators
In any EOD team. Teams are, in any case, balanced for the degree
of operational experience of the members, and assignment to sections
in Northern Ireland is not entirely random. Perhaps the careful
assignment of operators (e.g., to town or country areas) and the
shared knowledge of an individual operator's strengths and weak-
nesses, which is circulated in a relatively small, friendly, and
cohesive corps, should not be underestimated as a factor in the
successful record of the RAOC in Northern Ireland.

The results do not point to any obvious ways in which the selection pro-
cedure could be changed or improved, or any need to improve them. Schemes to
improve selection would have a greater chance of success, if satisfactory
measures of an operator's performance could be devised.

PART TWO: PSYCHOMETRIC ANALYSES

The primary aim was to analyse the information which had already been
collected by RAOC staff on 218 operators who had completed tours of duty be-
tween 1969 and 1978. In particular, we set out to--

o Relate psychiatric screening grades, psychometric test results,
training course results, and other variables to ratings of per-
formance made by senior officers at the end of a tour of duty;

o Examine the psychometric test results (obtained at selection) of
the operators who were subsequently decorated for gallantry; and

o Examine the psychometric test results of candidates rejected at
selection.

A second aim was to conduct some further analyses on data which had been
collected by Colonel Thompson, an Army psychiatrist formerly responsible for
screening soldiers for improvised explosive device (IED) disposal duties.



A comprehensive questionnaire survey of 218 operators who had completed
tours of duty was kindly made available by the RAOC for analysis.

Background

The hazardous and demanding nature of the work is indicated by the fact
that 15 operators were killed between 1969 and 1975. One in four received
decorations for gallantry. Seventy-three awards were made to members of the
Royal Army Ordnance Corps, in Northern Ireland, during the period 1970-78.
Fortunately, several developments have made the duties less hazardous. First,
knowledge of the techniques of construction of IEDs has increased so that
there is less need to examine the IED before destroying it, although the mili-
tary authorities need to be constantly on the alert for new methods of detona-
tion and construction. Radio-controlled detonation is a recent example of a
technical innovation used by bombers. Second, the introduction of remote-
controlled render safe procedures (RSPs) based on the use of the "wheelbarrow,"
which is a small, remote-controlled caterpillar-tracked vehicle, has reduced
the need for a manual approach to the IED. Manual approaches still have to
be employed when, for example, the terrain prohibits the use of the wheel-
barrow. Third, the number of incidents has been declining over the past few
years.

In broad perspective, and given the huge number of incidents that have
been dealt with, it must be emphasised that the Army's selection and train-
ing procedures, and its operational record, have been unusually successful.
This success has been achieved without any positive selection of soldiers
according to their suitability for work. Negative selection has operated in
a variety of ways in that the Army does not attract, retain, or promote ob-
viously unsoldierly individuals. Some soldiers are also rejected as unsuit-
able for bomb-disposal duties at a later stage. However, all members of the
Royal Army Ordnance Corps with the rank of sergeant or above (in the case of
noncommissioned ranks) and captain and above (in the case of officers) are
considered eligible for bomb-disposal duties. Officers receive 7 months'
training at the Royal Military College of Science plus specialised instruc-
tion at the Army School of Ammunition. Basic training for the private soldiers
lasts 9 months, after which they become junior corporals. After a minimum
of 3 years' further experience, they may be promoted to sergeant and become
eligible for IED disposal duties.

It must be emphasised that IED disposal is only a small part of the work
of a soldier in the RAOC. Up to 1970, only volunteers were employed in Northern
Ireland to deal with the increasing level of terrorist bombing. It was then
decided to screen all members of the RAOC of the appropriate rank and to re-
quest the suitable candidates to volunteer for these duties. There is a gen-
eral acceptance of the notion that IED disposal is a necessary though small
part of the role of the AT (ammunition technician) or ATO (ammunition techni-
cal officer) and all ATs and ATOs expect to take their turn, on the under-
standing that their colleagues will do likewise. An AT or ATO who was con-
sidered suitable, but who showed an unwillingness to volunteer would receive
general disapproval, and in practice might be transferred to another branch
of the Army with lower pay.
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The selection process consists of the administration of psychometric tests,
the results of which are considered in conjunction with an interview conducted
by an Army psychiatrist. Several months, or even more than a year later, the
selected soldiers attend an intensive 3-week-long training in IED disposal which
combines theoretical instruction and simulations of actual incidents. If the
AT or ATO fails the course, he usually repeats it. Courses are also repeated
for the purpose of updating the operator on new techniques.

Posting to Northern Ireland usually follows within a matter of weeks, when
the operator joins a team of one officer, one warrant officer, one sergeant,
and one driver. Members of the team are replaced every 4 months on a rota-
tional basis. At any one time, there are 14 operators on duty in Northern
Ireland, dispersed in teams at different localities in the Province. Opera-
tors are not accompanied by their wives or family during the 4-month tour, and
opportunities for leisure and recreational activity are limited. Operators
are essentially on duty 24 hours per day, although the 8-hour rest period is
normally inviolate. At other times, they are either on immediate call, re-
sponding to incidents as they are reported, or on standby, responding only if
the immediate call operator is working on a job. Incidents are of three types:
(1) genuine, i.e., known to involve an explosive device; (2) hoaxes, i.e., an
incident is set up to appear as a genuine IED so that Army personnel are de-
ployed unnecessarily or expose themselves to other hazards; (3) false alarms,
i.e., the incident turns out to be innocuous. All calls are, of course,
treated as genuine until proved otherwise. Operators have one 4-day rest and
relaxation break midway through the tour.

It is now common for operators to be sent for two tours of duty during
the course of their Army career, and a third tour is a possibility.

First, the information already gathered on 218 operators who had com-
pleted a tour of duty was analysed. Relationships were examined between
psychiatric screening grades, personality, preoperation course grades, and
performance in Northern Ireland as measured by officers' reports.

Results

Previous research into the pre-tour characteristics of "good" and "not-
so-good" operators have suffered from methodological weaknesses, and it was
hoped that the present study would remedy this situation. Mead and Stewart
(1975) had studied 20 "successful" bomb-disposal operators and 20 drawn at
random from the files and compared their personality profiles as revealed
by tests completed at the selection procedure prior to the special preopera-
tional training course in IED disposal. The test results of the two groups
were very similar, but it must be noted that the "successful" operators were
selected by one person by a process which is not made very clear, and the
comparison with a randomly selected group of operators would attenuate any
differences that might be present. An unpublished study by Thompson compared
operators who received a low performance rating from two senior officers with
those who received a low rating from only one of the officers. Good operators
appear not to have been considered. These two groups had done equally well
on their preoperational course, but there was a suggestion that the poorer
operators had received lower psychiatric ratings at selection, though numbers
were small.
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Stimulated by the Thompson findings, we conducted a fuller analysis of
British bomb-disposal officers serving 4-month tours in Northern Ireland be-
tween 1974 and 1977, a period when disposal techniques and end-of-tour report-
ing by senior officers were fairly standard. The number of terrorist explosive
devices detected was high, though fluctuating, over this period; operators as-
signed to headquarters were not included in the study.

A two-thirds random sample of all ATs (final n - 52) was drawn from the
files, for whom psychiatric ratings and personality test data (taken at selec-
tion) and end-of-tour reports were available, which was the vast majority. The
end-of-tour reports (i.e., global evaluative ratings of overall performance
made by senior officers in Northern Ireland in fairly close contact with the
AT) were read independently by two experienced officers in England, after all
personal identifying information had been deleted from the reports. The re-
ports were categorised according to a 5-point scale shown below, which was col-
lapsed into a 3-point scale because the extreme categories were rarely used.

No. of
Grade Operators

1 More than one outstanding quality 0 (0%)

2 One outstanding quality 15 (29%)

3 Average 26 (50%)

4 One negative quality 9 (17%)

5 More than one negative quality 2 (4%)

There was complete agreement on 65% of the ratings, and the remainder had 1-
point disagreements, i.e., there was no overlap between the above-average and
below-average groups. Discrepancies of one category were resolved by mutual
agreement between the two raters. It should be emphasised that virtually all
operators performed well or at least adequately in Northern Ireland. Below
average refers here only to the overall standard of operators, not to an abso-
lute standard of proficiency. They will therefore be described as low-average.

The results shown in Table I do not indicate reliable differences among
the three groups of operators according to chi-square tests of statistical
significance. The operators, whether rated above or below average, were of
a similar age and rank and had achieved similar preoperational course grades
and psychiatric ratings. There is a slight tendency for the above-average
operators to have received higher preoperational course grades, but a higher
proportion of them had been required to repeat their courses.

The distribution of psychiatric ratings is slightly different in this
sample from that reported by Colonel Thompson for 127 ATs interviewed between
1972 and 1976. In the present sample, the proportion of ATs about whom there
was some doubt is double that found in the above sample (60% versus 31%).
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Table I

Frequency of Rating in End-of-Tour Reports in Relation
to Predictor Variables

RATING RANKC AGE
Vol / Wo2 SSCT/ SGT

Above 6 9 31.7 yTs

Average 8 30.9 "

Below 3 8 .30.6 "

RATINGC ARX& 0F TASKC ASSIGNMENTS

Belfa st Londonderry Lurgan Ocher

Above 6 0 5 4
Average 10 8 7 1

Belov 5 3 1

1ATXNG No. of PU-OP COURSES ATTENDED NO-REERRED

]e 2 3 (Required Co Repeat)Abv a .6 1 4
Average 14 11 6

Blow 6 S 01 2

j RATING PE-OP COURSE GRADE

tAIG 1.0 -- 0 2.4. (Good Pass) 2.4 -- 13.0 (Jass)

Above 10 (66Z) 5 (3%)

Average 11 042) i5 (58%1
wI. 5 5 C45z) 6 (551)

tAXING PSYCHIATRIC_1RATING

_ 2 • 3

Abaer 4 1 a 2

Average 3 9 13 1
Below 2 2 7 0

* N.B. Abbreviated from Thompson

I - Entirely satisfactory: No reservations (A)
2 - Satisfactory: Minor reservations (B+)
3 - Considerable doubt about suitability (B-)
4 = Unsuitable: Flaws in personality or stability (C)
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In connection with this difference, it should be pointed out that (1) not
all of the present sample were interviewed by Colonel Thompson and criteria
varied slightly at different times, (2) there would be a natural tendency to
err on the side of caution when selecting a man for a dangerous assignment,
and (3) the higher proportion of doubtful candidates should bring out rather
than conceal any relationship between psychiatric rating and performance dur-
ing the tour.

The only other point to note here is that fewer of the low-average group
had originally been sent to work in Belfast. This might indicate a nonrandom
allocation of operators according to an intuitive preoperational assessment
of their ability, and this would be consistent with the practice of matching
operators, to some degree, to their area of assignment.

Personality Test Results and Performance Rating

Table 2 shows the average scores on the 16 personality scales of the
Cattell 16 PF scale and on the 12 pathology scales of the Clinical Analysis
Questionnaire (CAQ). In personality, the ATs are close to the population
norms (mean of 5-6) on most scales. On two scales, the above-average operators
stand out above the rest and differ significantly from the low-average opera-
tors. These scales are Tough-minded--Tender-minded (t - 2.59, p < .05) and
Forthright--Shrewd (t - 4.06, P < .01). Successful operators were more tough-
minded and forthright. The interpretation of these scales, provided by Cattell,

is given in Appendix A.

On the CAQ, all three groups score as being stable (nonanxious and non- t
psychotic) individuals, and there are no differences between the groups.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the majority of candidates at selection
want "to pass' the psychometric tests and there must be a strong tendency to
'fake good* their answers. Also, the questions relating to anxiety concern
the feelings generated by prolonged stress, conflict, or unhappiness. They
do not generally refer to anxiety experienced in threatening or dangerous
situations, which is of a more specific and possibly unrelated type.

Rejected Candidates

The aim of looking at the psychometric test results of rejected candi-
dates was to ascertain whether rejected candidates were distinguishable from
the accepted candidates on the basis of the tests alone. The usual procedure
at screening is for the psychiatrist t, use the test results (available as a
thumb-nail personality sketch) in combination with his interviews, to reach
a decision, expressed as a grade on a 4-point scale (see Table 1). Officers
are screened prior to their 1-year ammunitions course, and any unsuitable
candidates are rejected at this stage. In the case of NCOs, it is considered
that, being younger, their personalities are more likely to show major changes
over the years, and so their psychiatric screening takes place approximately
I year after the completion of their general ammunition training. NCOs only
are considered here. Between April 1974 and December 1977, only 25 NCOs were
rejected out of several hundred interviews which were conducted (precise num-
bers were difficult to compute).
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The psychiatric decision is not an absolute bar to receiving a tour as-
signment; in some cases, a second screening is suggested, and in others, the
decision is overruled because of other considerations. In fact, 7 of the 25
rejected candidates were later accepted, and so the remainder constitute a
small, and presumably atypical, group. Table 3 shows that on psychometric

tests at least they are almost indistinguishable from the operators who are
selected. One scale shows a significant difference--Suicidal Disgust, which
Cattell defines as "disgusted with life, harbouring thoughts or acts of self-
destruction." It must be emphasised that the average score of the rejected
candidates is still below the mean of the standardization sansle, i.e., they
would generally be classed as being contented with life with no death wishes,
but, relatively speaking, they are less content than the accepted candidates.

Other Predictors of Proficiency (Colonel Thompson's Data)

Along with the questionnaires obtained from 218 operators, Colonel
Thompson had obtained ratings on the proficiency of a subsample of 104 opera-
tors. These were carefully assessed on 5-point scales for various attributes,
but as the average rating was high (typically, only 3 out of the 5 points
were used), the rating system was replaced by a 100 mm line without intermedi-
ate anchor points to define the level of proficiency. Of the 104 operators,
37 were categorised as average, 36 as above average and 14 below average, and
in 17 cases it was not possible to judge proficiency. Because the general
standard of ratings was high, the below-average group will hereafter be re-
ferred to as low-average. The answers to the questionnaire of this subsample
of operators had already been analysed by Colonel Thompson, and a brief de-
scription of the results follows.

The questions were grouped under six headings: (1) personal background
(including reasons for volunteering, attitudes to the IED disposal aspects
of the work, etc.); (2) pre-tour background (including attitudes to going to
Northern Ireland, attitudes to training and the presence of pre-tour stresses
or problems); (3) tour in Northern Ireland (including anxiety, self-evaluation
of performance, personal problems, etc.); (4) medical (including use of tobacco
and alcohol, psychosomatic symptoms, etc.); (5) IED work (including effects of
working on a device, attitude to risk, factors associated with making errors of
judgment, etc.); and (6) after-tour (including effects on self-confidence,
psychosomatic symptoms, etc.).

In addition, there was a section for the wife of the operator to complete
dealing with her ability to cope with the stress, her psychosomatic symptoms,
and the perceived effect of the tour on her husband and their marriage.

The operator's rank, age, tour dates and task load in Northern Ireland,
psychiatric history, psychiatric grades at screening, preoperational course
result (pass/fail), and base on tour were also available. Only a small minor-
ity of operators had a history of psychiatric consultation, and, unfortunately,
psychiatric screening grades were not available for the majority of the
operators.

The pattern of responses to over 100 questions was compared for the three
levels of proficiency (above-average, average, and low-average) by means of
the chi-square test.
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With a few exceptions, all these tests proved nonsignificant. Thus, the
proportion of above-average operators who had failed a course or attended more
than one course (possibly referred) was 38%, and for low-average operators,
33%. The relationship between psychiatric ratings and proficiency could not
be properly assessed because numbers were too small.

The lack of significant findings in these data could be attributed in
part to the small number of low-average operators (n = 14) who were not below
average in an "absolute" sense.

The only significant finding to emerge was a relationship between pro-
ficiency ratings and the effect of the tour on the marriage. Ninety percent
of the low-average operators and all of their wives reported that the marriage
had either improved or deteriorated as a result of the tour. The comparable
figures for above-average operators were 48% (husbands) and 30% (wives), and
for average operators 32% (husbands) and 56% (wives). This unexpected finding
will be examined in more detail later.

Soldiers Who Received Decorations

A list of all soldiers in the RAOC who had received decorations in Northern
Ireland was obtained, and psychometric data were collated on the subsample of
soldiers decorated between 1973 and 1978. All tests had been conducted prior
to the award being received. The following groups, of which there was a suf-
ficiently large sample, were considered:

1. George Medal (n = 8, 2 officers, 6 NCOs)
2. Queens Gallantry Medal (n = 20, 4 officers, 16 NCOs)
3. British Empire Medal (Gallantry), (n = 9, all NCOs)

The 16 PF and CAQ group averages for all decorated soldiers, the George Medal-
lists, and for the random sample (nondecorated) are shown in Table 4.

The George Medallists were considered separately, because this was the
highest award considered and because the group averages appeared to differ
for these soldiers on a rough eye inspection.

All Decorated Soldiers Versus the Random Sample

The difference between the group means on Factor 13 of the Cattell Scale
(Q 1, Conservative-experimenting) falls just short of statistical significance
(t = 1.98, p < .10), with the decorated soldiers describing themselves as more
experimenting (5.95 vs. 5.00, sten scores).

On the CAQ, the decorated soldiers are significantly less hypochondriacal
(2.05 vs. 2.90 sten scores, t = 2.06, p < .05).
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George Medallists Versus Random Sample

On the 16 PF the George Medallists tend to be more happy-go-lucky (Fac-
tor 5), more venturesome (Factor 7), and less apprehensive (Scale 12), but
these differences do not attain a satisfactory level of statistical signifi-
cance. However, the difference on the hypochondriasis scale of the CAQ is
even more marked on this sample (1.3 vs. 2.9, sten scores, t - 2.39, p < .05).
Seven out of the eight George Medallists scored 1 on this scale--the lowest
possible score, and it will be noted that the average of the random sample
is itself very low. The George Medallists also obtained significantly lower
scores on Factors 4 and 7 of the CAQ (Anxious Depression and Bored Depression)
(2.4 vs. 4.2, t = 2.85, p < .01, and 2.6 vs. 4.2, t = 2.44, p < .05). To sum
up the descriptions of these scales (see Appendix A), the George Medallists
are happy, clear thinking, not concerned with bodily functions or health, calm
in emergency, confident, not tense or easily upset, relaxed, considerate, and
involved with other people. This exceptional group of soldiers is contrasted
with a sample of officers and NCOs who scored in the normal range or well below
it on all the clinical scales of the CAQ. They are, therefore, very stable ac-
cording to their personality test results. Unfortunately, British norms for
the scale are not available, and so the comparison with the standardization
sample is less valid than the comparisong made between the various groups of
soldiers.

Conclusion

The aim of the research described above has been to relate the personal
characteristics of an operator to his performance on tour in Northern Ireland,
as reported by superior officers. The most obvious constraint on detecting a
relationship of this kind is the fact that the requirement of the rank of
sergeant or captain for the work is likely to exclude unsuitable operators
in the first place. In fact, very few operators (less than 5%) fail to per-
form at a satisfactory level in Northern Ireland. Personality tests show the
operators to have normal and particularly stable personalities. Those few
soldiers who are incompetent or inadequate are likely to have been weeded out
long before they present themselves for selection, even though all ATOs and ATs
of the appropriate rank are considered eligible for the work. This is borne
out by the low rejection rate and the more or less identical psychometric test
results of the accepted and rejected candidates.

What is surprising is the considerable doubt expressed by the screening
psychiatrists about the suitability of over half the candidates, although it
is understandable that they must err on the side of caution if any inadequacy,
or its merest indication, is intuited. Results of the psychometric tests sug-
gest that a lack of zest for life (or even a self-destructive tendency) is one
dimension to which the psychiatrist is alerted. Whether this concern is justi-
fied cannot be determined from the data available. The absence of a marked
lack of proficiency in any of the operators is confirmed by Colonel Thompson's
inability to obtain low ratings from senior officers when they were required
to grade the performance of operators.
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The data which have been collected are more likely to be useful in differ-
entiating the excellent from the average operator, assuming that careful at-
tention to selection and training, together with natural wastage, has excluded
the lower end of the performance distribution.

The two methods used to categorise the operators in the present research
have yielded different findings. The use of end-of-tour reports (or officers'
ratings in Colonel Thompson's study) as a measure of proficiency revealed some
minor differences in personality of the above-average and low-average rated
operators, but in terms of preoperational courses, and psychiatric screening
grades, the two groups are very similar. There is a tendency for the above-

average operators to have slightly better preoperational course grades. The
personality scales which differentiate the above-average and low-average group

are not the scales which differentiate the operators who have received awards
for gallantry from those who have not. It is possible that those personality

traits which relate to end-of-tour reports (forthrightness and tough-mindedness)
are simply the ones that are generally considered to be characteristic of good
soldiers rather than good or courageous operators. The personality character-
istics of the decorated soldiers (especially the George Medallists), on the

other hand, may be more pertinent to the expression of courage under difficult
and dangerous conditions. These exceptional soldiers are particularly calm and
clear-thinking and not concerned with their bodily reactions. (See Appendix B
for hypochondriasis items.) They are likely to be task-oriented and efficient.
It is tempting to conclude that the possession of the converse qualities would
predispose an operator to commit more errors, but this would be an unwarranted
extension of the findings, though worthy of further investigation.

Performance Ratings and Questionnaire Items Relating to Marriage

As noted above, the only section of Colonel Thompson's questionnaire which
appeared to differentiate the operators who were rated as performing less well
concerned the effect of the tour in Northern Ireland on their marriages. Of
these 14 operators, two were single and one divorced, leaving 11 operators for
consideration. Operators normally see their wives only once during the 3-day
mid-tour rest and relaxation break. Ten out 8f 11 husbands and 11 of 11 wives

reported an effect on the marriage (good or bad), whereas in the remainder of
the sample, approximately 40% of husbands and wives reported changes. Table 5
shows these changes in more detail, and compares them with the changes reported
by 11 other operators (average or above on Thompson's ratings), drawn at random,
except for matching of the date of tour in Northern Ireland. Numbers are small,
and so only a descriptive analysis will be given. In summary:

o None of the random sample had permanent marital difficulties after the
tour, but two husbands and two wives in the below-average group re-
ported this, and two other wives left this part of the questionnaire
blank. There was also one case of inconsistency in the direction of

change reported by man and wife. One couple had divorced at some time
after the tour.

o Two operators in the low-average group reported marital problems dur-

ing the 12 months prior to the tour, and one of them checked this item
as a continuing problem during the tour itself, and as having a marked

effect on his efficiency.
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o Six out of 11 low-average operators checked off other personal prob-
lems (mean number of problems 2.5) in the 12 months prior to the tour
compared with 4 out of 11 of the random sample (mean 1.75 problems).

" Only one wife in the random sample reported some difficulty in coping
during the husband's tour. In the low-average group, two wives had
some difficulty, one coped only with the help of friends and relatives,
and three left this question blank. However, the number of wives re-
porting nervous symptoms during the husband's absence was similar for
the two groups and on average, more than two symptoms were reported
by the majority of wives (e.g., difficulty sleeping, irritability,
tense, and depressed). Three out of six wives in the low-average
group (remaining wives did not respond) consulted a doctor or special-
ist on this account, but only 1 of 11 did so in the random sample.

In conclusion, there is suggestive evidence that problems within the mar-
riage during the tour of duty in Northern Ireland are reflected in the rating
of performance the operator receives from his senior officers. There are two
possible explanations for this:

1. The type of operator who has marital problems may be a less efficient
operator or have fewer desirable qualities in the eyes of his senior
officers.

2. Marital problems during the tour affect an operator's efficiency re-
gardless of his previous personality or "normal" efficiency. As a
subhypothesis, it might be suggested that wives who have difficulty
in coping with stress pose an additional burden on the operator.

These ideas are speculative, but the data on which they are based provide
the only clues as to why an operator's performance is rated suboptimally.

Patterns of Response on Colonel Thompson's Questionnaire

The purpose of looking at patterns of response on the questionnaire was
to simplify the interpretation of the results, which in raw form provide only
a mass of frequencies. Thirty-four variables were selected from 82 numerically
coded questions, some of which were multiple-choice questions. Some multiple-
choice questions were simplified as, for example, not applicable versus any
other response, while other multiple-choices were treated as a collection of
yes/no variables, even though respondents were only instructed to check those
alternatives which applied to them and not to give a categorical yes/no re-
sponse for each alternative.

The questions selected from the questionnaire reflected the present
author's interest in reports of stress, attitudes to risk, admission of weak-
nesses or errors as an operator, and the effect of the tour on personality and
behaviour. In addition, the operator's rank, age, date of tour, number of
sports interests, and previous ZED experience were included as variables; a
complete list of variables and significant correlations between them appears
in Table 6.
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Table 6

Correlations Between Selected Variables in Colonel Thompson's Questionnaire

Correlated Variables
r > .23 r > .20
p < .01 p < .05

L. lank 27(+.20)

Z. Age 27 (-.34),24 (#. 25) 26 (-.26) 25(-.21134 (-. 20)1

I. Tour date 12(+.24) 9(+.21)1O(-.21)

f. Previou.s = experience
S. TotaL. nuer of problems/stresses 6 (+.50),33(+.26) 10#.22)

12 months prior to tour
S. Ditto during tour 7 (+.33) 22C+.22)

7. Total number of stress symtoms 23(+.23)25(+.23)27(+.26) 20(-.23)
during tour 32(+.29) 22(+.22) .33(+.221

3. Anxiety waiting for a call 9(0.23)
I. Anxiety working on a device 10(-.33)

0. total number of stress symptoms -
orking on a device

1. isk attitude (I A) reliance on good luck 14(*.20)

2. Rk - reliance on training

3. R - reliance on skill 14(-.22)22(-.21)

4. NA - reLiance on Cod 34(+.21)

S. 1& - No danger exists 18 (+.1Z5)

6. IL - working for just cause

7. iiA - Team spirit

a. 3A - Couldn't bappen to me

9. 1A - fear of showing anxiety

0. Admission of errors (dangerous) 21(-.41) 22(-.21)

1. Tocal no.of types of error of procedure 22(+.40)

2.. Total no.or stylistic weaknesses as
operator

3. Peeling of doom

4. Tost-tour effect CIE) - No change 25(-.31)26(-.57,27(-.26) 28(-.Jb)31(-.21)

:. M - more mature 26(..34)27(..31)
6. IU - moe self-cu.f deanc 27(+.28)31(+.20)32(+.24)

,7. PM - hetter soldier 32(+..22)

.8. "T! - more cynical 29(..28) 30(+..5)

:9. PT - more critical

0. PTE --less satisfied
St. Feeling of Let down 32(.30) 33 (+.22)

12. Total no.of personality changes 33(+.54)
in first month

JS3. Total number of perasonalicy changes
months 2-6

$4. No. of sports interests
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The correlation matrix was factor analysed to produce a set of simpler
dimensions (Promax method, Hendrickson and White, 1964). The total number of
subjects in the analysis was 208, as 10 with incomplete data were dropped.
The loadings of variables on three second order factors are shown in Table 7.

The factor analysis reveals three discernible patterns of response in the
questionnaire answers to selected questions. This does not mean that there
are three types of operator, but only that the variation in the responses can
be accounted for largely by three dimensions of evaluation which each operator
uses to a greater or lesser extent. The first dimension seems to refer to the
impact of the tour on personality and behaviour. The variables which indicate
there has been change in the personality (greater maturity and confidence) as
well as stress during the tour and afterwards have high loadings on this dimen-
sion. The stress items are concerned with general problems and not explicitly
with the stress associated with danger, i.e., it is likely we are dealing with
the stress of "challenge" as suggested by variable 31 (sense of let-down after
the tour), and variable 27 (a better soldier since the tour). The second fac-
tor is explicitly concerned with the operator's evaluation of his own competence
when working on a device, his stress symptoms and anxiety in this situation,
and his method of coping with the risks. The dimension seems to divide opera-
tors into those who say they have little or no arxiety and rely on their skill
and confidence versus those who think they are vulnerable and may fail to fol-
low standard operating procedures and sometimes experience a feeling of doom
starting a job. They experience situational stress symptoms and report anxiety.

The third factor is a dimension of evaluation which is related to the time
period in which the operator served his tour of duty in Northern Ireland. Thus,
earlier in the campaign, bombings were more widespread, the work more dangerous,
and the disposal techniques less sophisticated. In association with an earlier
tour date, we see more intolerance, cynicism, and criticism expressed. An at-
titude of "pretending no danger exists" and lack of reliance on IED training
also contribute to this dimension. Overall, the factors extracted can be in-
terpreted to mean the following:

1. The tour represents a challenging and demanding experience to some
operators and not to others. If the former, stress symptoms were commonly ex-
perienced for more than a few days during the tour (e.g., poor sleep, butter-
flies in stomach, irritability) and more concern was expressed about problems
of a general kind (career, difficulties with colleagues, illness in family,
etc.). Following the tour, the operators in the former category are more
likely to experience a let-down effect and less likely to say that there has
been no change in their personality. In fact, they are likely to report
greater maturity and confidence and to reckon that they are better soldiers.
However, in association with these attitudinal changes, there is an increase
in restlessness, irritability, and nervous and depressive symptoms, lasting
up to 6 months and possibly longer in some cases. Frequency of post-tour
effects is shown in Figure 2.
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Table 7

Three Second Order Factors and Their Loadings (35 Variables
from Colonel Thompson's Questionnaire)

FACTOR ONE

Variable Loading Label

32 * .61 Change 'in personality/behaviour
first mouth after tour

is +.57 More -acure and Cntented since tour

26 + .56 Increased self-confidence and self-
respect since tour

33 * .53 Change in personality/behaviour
months 2-6 after tour

34 * .49 Number of sports interests

27 + .42 A better soldier since tour

7 + .42 Stress symptams during tour

+ * .38 Problems and stresses during tour

31 + .39 Feeling of 'let-d4o,' after tour

24 - .49 Tour has not changed ae as a person
FACTOR TWO

* .48 Stress s7uptoms vorking on device

22 + .48 Stylistic veaknesses as an operator

21 . 4 lumber of errors of procedure

7 . .. 41 Stress srptoms during tour

23 4 .37 Feeling of doom starting a job

S - .40 (NO) aniety vating for a call

13 • - .56 IL - reliance on skill and confidence

9 . -. 62 (No) anxiety vorking on device

FAC OR TMhE
29 + .48 More intolerant and critical since tour
28 4-.38 More cynical and disillusioned since tour

15 *.37 .A -No danger ezists
12 - .48 A - (No) reliance on M training

3 -. 5. Tout date
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It is rather surprising that rank, age, and previous IED experience are
not associated with this factor. However, rank is not directly related to
military experience except within officer and noncommissioned ranks. From
the correlation matrix (Table 7), we see that the lower ranks are more likely
to say they have become better soldiers (VI and V27, r - +.20). Older opera-
tors are less likely to say that the tour has changed them or that they have
become better soldiers (V2 and V27, r = -.34, V2 and V24, r - +.25).

As for previous IED experience, 44% of operators had had at least some

experience in a variety of countries, but only 3% had worked as a no. 2 opera-
tor (assistant to the operator) in Northern Ireland prior to their first tour.

It seems likely that the challenge of a tour and its impact on the personality
is likely to be far less the second time around, but there may have been too
few operators experienced in a Northern Ireland setting to bring out an asso-

ciation between previous experience and Factor 1.

2. It can be inferred from Factor 2 of the analysis that the experience

of stress and anxiety when working on a device is associated with the opera-
tor's awareness that he might be working too quickly, cutting corners, or have
a tendency to deviate from standard operating procedures. At the other pole

of this dimension is the operator who does not admit personal weaknesses as
an operator, relies on his skill and self-confidence, and does not experience
anxiety when working on a device. The anxious operator is probably more aware
of the risk, and may report feelings of doom prior to taking on a job. In
drawing these inferences from the results, it has to be remembered that the
dimension being considered here is an attitudinal one, which may bear little

relationship to actual performance during the task. One might make the pre-
diction that operators at either extreme (overconfident or underconfident)
would make more errors of judgment.

3. From the third factor, it can be inferred that a critical and cynical
attitude can be induced by the tour if the operator does not rely on his train-

ing, and he may pretend that no danger attaches to a job. The fact that an
early tour date in the campaign is associated with these attitudes implies that
the attitudes may have had some basis in fact (i.e., that training was not ade-
quate in some instances early on in the campaign).

Factor Scores and Proficiency Ratings

The rating of an operator's proficiency was available for a subsample of
the total group, and it could be compared with his factor score on each of
three factors derived from the factor analysis, i.e., the factor score is a
measure of the extent to which an individual falls at one or the other poles

of the attitudinal dimension measured by the factor. Table 8 shows the results
of this comparison; the differences between the groups are not statistically

significant. The mean for the low-average group on Factor 2 is inflated by
the scores of two operators who received the highest scores on this factor in
the subsample (indicating high stress and admission of anxiety).
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Table 8

Mean Factor Scores and Proficiency Ratings

Proficiency Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 n

Above average - 1.22 - 1.66 + .52 36

Average -18.40 - 3.62 -39.29 37

Low Average + 2.42 +45.28 +10.00 14

To summarise, the operator's description of his attitudes to the tour
and its effect on him is not associated with the rating of his proficiency
made by superior officers. This applies only to a selection of the responses
to the questionnaire, but is consistent with the general lack of significant
relationships reported earlier.

A further analysis, which will not be described in detail here, failed
to establish a relationship between factor scores and the task load of the
operator during his 4-month tour.

Skill and Willingness

To assess skill and willingness, 25 ATs and ATOs were interviewed at the
selection phases prior to attending the 3-week IED training course, and 11 had
been interviewed at the end of the course. Unfortunately, these are not the
same soldiers because of the time that elapses between selection and course
attendance. It was not possible to interview soldiers at the beginning of
the course, because of the tight scheduling of the training programme. Re-
sults on the following aspects of the attitudinal and rating measures are
summarised below.

The scales used for assessing the operator's skill in dealing with, and
willingness to undertake, seven IED tasks are shown in Appendix C. For the
purpose of this report, operators are described either as skilled or unskilled,
i.e., achieving a mean score greater or less than 60 ("skills are just about
adequate"), and as willing or reluctant, i.e., achieving a mean score greater
or less than 60 ("would accept with slight reluctance").

Prior to IED training, all novices (soldiers who have not worked pre-
viously as a no. I or no. 2 operator in Northern Ireland) rate themselves as
unskilled, whereas the majority (13 veterans) rate themselves as skilled.
After the course, all soldiers rate themselves as skilled.

In terms of willingness, 44% of the veterans were reluctant before train-
ing, and 22% after training. In the novices, willingness is highly related
to skill: only one untrained novice was willing to undertake IED disposal,
whereas eight were willing after training.
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These results show in a crude way that training is achieving its objec-
tives. It might be profitable to pursue the phenomenon of discordance between
skill and willingness as a potentially useful aid to selection, i.e., to follow
up the performance of soldiers who are willing to do IED disposal even when
they describe themselves as unskilled, and, conversely, to study the skilled
but reluctant operators.

Attitude to Risk

It has been possible to categorise soldiers into three groups according
to their attitudes to bomb-disposal duties and to the prospects of going on
a tour, i.e., (1) soldiers who tend to deny the risks (given adequate train-
ing), (2) soldiers who cautiously accept the risks (given adequate training),
and (3) soldiers who express considerable apprehension about the magnitude of
the risks (despite adequate training). The inter-rater reliability of these
judgments still needs to be improved, but the preliminary results do indicate
some change of attitude as a function of training and experience.

Apprehensive attitudes are almost entirely confined to untrained novices.
Training appears to encourage novices to adopt a cautious acceptance of the
risks, whereas actual experience of a tour (as indicated by the attitudes of
veterans before or after training) tends to produce a denial attitude. There

is also a group of novices with denial attitudes.

There appear to be two main effects of training and experience on actual
ratings of the degree of risk attached to specified IED disposal tasks. Train-
ing appears to reduce the degree of risk perceived to be present in the most
difficult and dangerous of seven IED tasks, in both novices and veterans.
However, actual experience of a tour (veterans contrasted with novices) seems
to diminish the degree of risk perceived to be present in the easiest and
least dangerous of seven IED tasks. These results could be taken to mean that
familiarity with bomb-disposal work reduces the perceived risk of jobs fre-
quently encountered. The less commonly encountered difficult task is not
seen as any less risky by veterans than by novices, but theoretical and prac-
tical instruction reduces the degree of risk which is seen to be attached to
this type of task.

PART THREE: PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TRAINING

The theoretical question of greatest interest here is whether or not it is
possible to train people to perform courageous acts. The practical importance
of assessing the effects of training is self-evident.

Two points are worth noting at the outset. First, over 50% of the trainees
were unaware on joining RAOC that bomb-disposal work would be included. Second,
before starting the training course, the soldiers had very little confidence
in their bomb-disposal skills and expressed little willingness to serve in com-
bat conditions.
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Terms

The term "experienced operator" is used to describe those soldiers who had
served in Northern Ireland as IED disposal operators prior to this study, and
"inexperienced operator" refers to a soldier who has had no previous IED expe-
rience in Northern Ireland. Within this category, however, there are some
soldiers who had served in Northern Ireland previously in some other capacity,
usually the infantry, and reference will be made to this distinction later in

this report. In describing the results obtained from these various subgroups,
the following abbreviations will be used:

o EO--experienced operator
o 10--inexperienced operator
o I01--previous non-IED military experience in Northern Ireland
o I02--no previous military experience in Northern Ireland

Psychological Effects of Training Course

Information was obtained from 80 soldiers prior to their undertaking a
tour of operational duty in Northern Ireland. Of this group, 43 were expe-
rienced operators (EO), and 37 were inexperienced operators (IO)--"experienced"
meaning previous combat experience as a bomb-disposal operator.

Skill and Willingness

The soldiers were asked to rate themselves with respect to their skills
and their willingness to perform the seven IED tasks, using a scale ranging
from 0 to 100. The seven tasks were dealing with a suspicious parcel in a post
office; a land mine in a culvert; a car bomb in an urban area; a bomb in a petrol
tanker; a bomb in a derelict house; a suspect milk churn in a country lane;
and a bomb on the fifth floor of a building. The means given in Table 9 show
the average scale value over the seven tasks, given separately for each of the
four subsamples as well as the total population. The most significant finding
is that the subjects' self-estimation of their own IED skills increases from
a precourse mean of 49.3 to the very high level of 83.6 at the completion of
the training course. Similarly, the willingness to carry out the IED tasks
increased from a precourse level of 44.3 to the very high level of 78.2 on
completion of the training.

A comparison between experienced and inexperienced operators showed that,
prior to training, there were large and significant differences between the
experienced and inexperienced operators both in terms of skill and of willing-
ness. The remarkable success of the training course, shown in Table 9, can be
seen from the fact that the low (self-estimated) skills of the inexperienced
operators were transformed by the training course into very high levels of
self-estimated skill, so that at the end of the training, there no longer was
any difference between the experienced and inexperienced operators. To this
extent at least, the training course successfully bridges the gap between the
experienced and inexperienced operators. Similarly, the willingness to under-
take IED tasks showed a significant increase as a result of the training course,
and after completion the initial differences between the inexperienced and ex-
perienced operators disappeared (Table 10).
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Table 9

Percentage Self-Estimates of Skill, Pre- and Post-Training

Pre-course Post-course Sig. change

49.3 (n = 43) 83.6 (n = 35) .01

EO 70.9 (n = 21) 85.5 (n = 21) .01
10 28.5 (n = 22) P .01 80.3 (n = 12) N.S. .01

10 28.3 (n = 9)
102 27.7 (n = 13) N.S.

Table 10

Percentage Self-Estimates of Willingness, Pre- and Post-Training

Pre-course Post-course Sig. change

44.3 (n = 40) 78.2 (n = 35) .01

EO 66.0 (n = 19) 80.2 (n - 22) .01
10 25.0 (n = 21) P = .01 74.0 (n = 13) .01

101 23.7 (n = 8)

102 25.8 (n = 13) N.S.

Once again, it is of interest to notice that previous military experience

in Northern Ireland appears to have no influence on the operator's self-
estimated skill and willingness, unless they have had specific experience in
IED work in Northern Ireland. Military experience of other kinds has no de-
tectable influence on their skill or willingness to carry out IED tasks.

We also examined the relationship between self-estimated skill and will-
ingness to carry out the IED tasks. Not surprisingly, it was found that the
relationship was highly significant. Prior to entering the training course,
the correlation between skill and willingness was 0.87 (p <.01), and after
completing the training course, the correlation remained significant (r - .50,
p <.05)

These increases ;,n self-estimated skill and willingness to perform IED
tasks were sustained. As can be seen from Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the increases

in skill and willingness that were reported after completing the training course
were still present, indeed even slightly increased, at the midpoint of the
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operational tour of duty, and still present after completing the tour of duty
in Northern Ireland. The sustained changes in self-estimated skills are par-
ticularly noteworthy in the inexperienced group of operators. Prior to the
training course, they estimated their IED skills at 28.5%, but after complet-
ing the training course, their estimates had increased to 80.3%. At the
midpoint of their tour of operational duty, these previously inexperienced
operators estimated their skill to be 92.5%, and this figure had scarcely
changed by the end of their tour of duty (89.5%).

The willingness of inexperienced operators to carry out IED tasks showed
a similar pattern, in which the substantial improvements that took place dur-
ing the training course were sustained throughout the tour of duty. As far
as the experienced operators are concerned, their skill and willingness were
fairly high prior to completing the training course, but nevertheless, they
appear to have benefited. It is tempting to infer from these substantial in-
creases in skill and willingness, and particularly from the fact that they
were sustained, that the self-reports given by these soldiers were indeed
valid estimates of their skill and willingness. Given their validity, these
self-estimates provide remarkable evidence of the enormous benefits conferred
by the training course.

Ratings of Danger

The soldiers assessed the degree of danger attached to each of seven
bomb-disposal tasks they were likely to encounter during an operational tour
in Northern Ireland. Estimates of danger were obtained before and after com-
pleting the course. As can be seen from Table 11, there was a significant
decrease in the ratings of danger after completing the course; this change
in estimation was confined to the task rated as being most dangerous. There
was no significant change in the soldiers' ratings of the task to which they
attached least danger.

Table 11

Percentage Self-Estimates of Danger, Pre- and Post-Training

Pre-course Post-course Sig. change

High Danger % 60.0 (n 45) 51.1 (n = 33) .05

Low Danger % 25.9 (n = 45) 24.4 (n = 33) N.S.

A comparison between the danger ratings made by experienced and inexperi-
enced operators produced no significant differences. It is of particular
interest that no significant differences in estimates of danger emerged in the
comparison between those soldiers who had had previous military experience
(e.g., infantry) in Northern Ireland that did not involve IED work and those
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soldiers who had no military experience of any kind in Northern Ireland. As
can be seen from Table 12, these two groups of soldiers made comparable esti-
mates of the dangers which they were likely to face. This result points to
the specificity of the psychological consequences of having experience in IED
work. It is not sheer military experience that produces a significant decline
in the operator's estimation of the danger of his task, but rather the specific
experience of having completed IED work in Northern Ireland.

Table 12

Percentage Estimates of Danger:
Inexperienced Operators with

(101) or Without Prior
NI Tour (102)

I01 High Danger 63.7 (n = 9)
N.S.

102 High Danger 61.51

I01 Low Danger 32.61 (n = 9)}N.S.
102 Low Danger 34.1J

Mood Changes During Training

We also took the opportunity to study the effects of the training course
on mood factors. We used a scale of six factors: general activation, high
activation, deactivation, sleepiness, depression, and hostility. The results
of this study, given separately for the experienced and inexperienced operators,
are given in Table 13. As far as the experienced operators are concerned,
participation in the course was not accompanied by any significant change in
the generally stable mood reported by these soldiers. Among the inexperienced
operators, however, there were three significant mood changes observed in the
interval between beginning and completing the training course. At the end of
the training course, they were significantly more highly activated, less
deactivated, and slightly more depressed than they were prior to completing
the course.

Conclusion

The training course apparently produced a steep increase in self-estimated
skill and in willingness to serve under combat conditions, even though the po-
tential operator's ratings of the danger of lED work remained high.
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This combination of psychological effects falls into Rachman's (1978)
definition of courage, i.e., persisting in one's performance despite the pres-
ence of estimated danger. To this extent, then, we can answer the theoretical
question of whether or not it is possible to train people to perform courage-
ously: yes.

Table 13

Mood Scores of 19 Experienced (EO) and

13 Inexperienced (10) Operators

Pre-course Post-course Sig. change

EO Gen. Activation 6.4 7.5 NS
IO Gen. Activation 6.7 6.7 NS

EO High Activation 1.4 2.0 NS
10 High Activation 1.2 3.9 .0

EO Deactivation 5.5 4.1 NS
I0 Deactivation 5.0 3.3 NS

EO Depression .8 .4 NS
10 Depression .6 2.7 .05

EO Hostility 1.3 1.8 NS
10 Hostility 1.0 2.6 NS

PART FOUR: PERFORMANCE UNDER COMBAT CONDITIONS

In the final analysis, the value of the selection and training procedures
must be judged in the light of the operator's performance under combat conditions.
Moreover, the theoretical questions of central interest--the nature and
determinants of courageous performance--cannot be answered satisfactorily in the
absence of information about combat performance. In the present project, the
high level of performance exhibited by the large majority of operators limited
the range of the new data.
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Study 1

In the first study, we used information on 82 operators, including week-by-
week reports of the performance under combat conditions of 23 operators.

The results showed that almost all of the operators performed competently
and smoothly throughout their operational tour. Failures, such as the operator
whose breakdown is described below, are exceptional. We did, however, find
evidence of a transient deterioration in psychological status after loss or
serious injuries to members of the unit.

The terms introduced in part three are used in this section:

o EO--Experienced operator

o IO--Inexperienced operator

o 101--Previous non-IED military experience in Northern Ireland

o 102--No previous experience in Northern Ireland

The information about the operator's performance in combat conditions is
based on their weekly diaries, specially constructed questionnaires, senior
officers' ratings, and interviews carried out in the operational area. The
diaries report the weekly activities of each of the operators while in Northern
Ireland and are based on a 16-week period, although in some cases the number of
reports obtained from particular soldiers was slightly less than this number.

To begin with, we obtained self-estimates of their overall confidence and
of their confidence in their ability to deal with particular IED tasks. After
a preliminary analysis, the data from the experienced and inexperienced operators
were analysed separately. In Table 14, the weekly scores of self-estimated
confidence are given for each group separately. Three points are worth noticing.
In the first place, the confidence levels of the experienced operators were
remarkably stable throughout , heir tour of duty. In the final part of their
tour, there was a slight decrease in confidence; perhaps this is the so-called
"end-of-tour jitters." The self-confidence reported by the inexperienced
operators showed a different pattern, marked by quite sharp fluctuations. In
the second and third weeks of their tour, they were particularly confident,
even overconfident. In fact, during the second week of their tour they were
significantly more conf. .lent than the experienced operators. However, this
excessive confidence began to wane, and by the mid-point of their tour had
changed to a slightly negative score that was now significantly lower than
the confidence level reported by the experienced operators. During the second
half of the tour, their level of confidence showed less steep fluctuations, and
leveled out during the final three weeks.
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Table 14

Skill Confidence During 16-Week Tour

Week: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

EO 2.9 3.4 3.5 4.55 3.9 1.9 2.8 3.3 1.9 2.2 1.0 1.4 .8 .8 1.7 1.1

10 2.0 8.1 7.0 5.13 3.9 5.1 1.7 -.5 4.6 1.9 .5 5.8 .9 3.1 2.8 2.2
S NS NS S S NS NS NS

Note: EO = Experienced operators

10 = Novice operators

As far as mood was concerned, the most remarkable finding here was that
the experienced operators showed comparatively little fluctuation in the equable
and calm mood which was present from the first week (see Figures 4 through 9).
The inexperienced operators showed some slight fluctuations in mood during the
course of their duty, but the point of greatest interest emerges from the

analysis of the mood ratings provided by the operators when asked to distinguish
between their moods on duty and when they were resting. As can be seen from
Figure 10, experienced operators reported distinctly different levels of general

activation on duty and off duty. The inexperienced operators, on the other
hand, showed the same level of activation whether they were on duty or off
duty. In simple terms, the experienced operators were able to "switch off"
when they were not on duty. The same switching pattern can be seen in respect
to other mood measures such as deactivation, sleepiness, and high activation.
Incidentally, it is this last measure, high activation, that comes closest to
self-reports of fear or jitteriness. As with the other mood measures, the
experienced operators were able to "turn off" their emotional readiness when

not on duty, but the inexperienced operators were less successful in doing so.

Although one might expect that the inability of the inexperienced operators
to distinguish adequately between on-duty and off-duty demands might have an
adverse effect on their military competence, we are not in a position to reach
this conclusion. It should be remembered that all the operators whose reports
are discussed in this analysis, excluding the soldier whose breakdown is to be

described, performed competently throughout. During the period of the study,
none of our operators was injured or killed, despite the fact that there was a
high, if diminishing, level of terrorist activity.

Demand and Satisfaction. operations were rated on 7-point scales according
to how demanding they were (difficult, dangerous, puzzling, etc.) and how much
satisfaction the operators derived from completion of the job. When there were

two or more operations in a particular week, this rating was completed for the
one which gave them most satisfaction and least satisfaction. For the novice
operators, the most satisfying job of the week is usually rated at the highest
points on the scales for satisfaction and demandingness, whereas for the
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experienced operators, more jobs are rated as both less satisfying and less
demanding. In the case of the least satisfying operation of the week, there is
no evidence of a relationship between the measures of demandingness and
satisfaction. None of the operators was in fact dissatisfied with his performance
overall, but on some tasks, they felt that their performance could have been
better. As we shall see, a majority reported at the end of the tour that they
had made at least one serious error.

Self-Efficacy and Type of Jobs Performed. Self-reporte. increases or
decreases in confidence in applying skills were tabulated against the type of
bomb-disposal operations which had been assigned during the week, i.e., (a) a
genuine bomb (or genuine and hoax bombs), (b) hoax bombs only, (c) no jobs
assigned.

Increases in confidence are most evident during weeks that genuine devices
are defused. It is also noted that decreases in confidence (which occur only
occasionally) are also more likely following the defusing of a genuine device.
Very little change in confidence occurs during weeks when no jobs are assigned.

Novices show greater increments in confidence than experienced operators,
especially over the first 2 months of the tour.

Mood Change During the Tour. The dominant self-reported mood for both
novice and experienced operators is one of being generally alert and active,
and this remains true throughout the tour. In both groups, sleepiness and
drowsiness are high initially and then decline, presumably as the operators
become adapted to the increased work demands of the tour. Novices report a
moderate degree of anxiety throughout the tour, whereas experienced operators
rarely report this feeling at all. Novices also report slightly more hostility
and depression, but there is a trend, yet to be confirmed on a larger sample,

that the experienced operators have a tendency to become more hostile as time
goes on. Overall, the absence of mood fluctuations is the most striking feature
of this part of the study.

Changes in Self-Report Measures from Pre- to Post-Tour. The following
self-report information was collected immediately after the preoperational
course, midway through the tour, and 6 to 8 weeks after the tour.

Assessment of Risk Attached to Military and Nonmilitary Activities. The
risk attaching to various military and nonmilitary activities was measured on
an analogue scale (a 13 cm line, labeled from "0%, completely safe" to "100%,
near certain serious injury or death to myself"), and mean scores for the novice
and experienced operators are show in Table 15.

The categories of events which were rated are as follows:

1. Nonmilitary risk--the event in the soldier's life, of a nonmilitary
kind, which he considers to have been most risky in retrospect. (These
often included motor accidents and risky sport mishaps.)

2. Military risk--the most risky circumstances of his military career.
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3. Highest IED--risk attached to carrying out the most risky of seven
designated IED disposal tasks.

4. Lowest IED-the least risky of the seven IED tasks. For the novices
and some experienced operators, 3 and 4 had to be rated in prospect,

as they had not yet performed these tasks.

Results. The most dangerous bomb-disposal task is seen to be about as
dangerous as the most risky military experience the soldier has ever had.

The least dangerous bomb-disposal task is seen to be less risky than the
most dangerous nonmilitary experience the soldier has ever had. There is a
difference between the novice and experienced operators, however. For the

latter, the simplest bomb-disposal tasks are perceived as being much less risky,
and we may be detecting here a sign of the overconfidence which is said to
develop in some experienced operators. To give some indication of the meaning
of the ratings, the simplest IED disposal tasks are seen as being less risky,
on average, than driving down a motorway, by the experienced operators.

In general, the ratings of the risk attaching to nonmilitary experience
change little according to the context in which the ratings are made (pre-tour,
mid-tour, or post-tour). On the other hand, previous military experiences seem

to be rated somewhat less risky in the context of the Northern Ireland tour,
when compared with pre- and post-tour ratings.

Although requiring further substantiation, post-tour ratings of the risk
attached to bomb-disposal are somewhat higher than pre-tour ratings. This may
be evidence of a "minimalization of risk" phenomenon which precedes and
accompanies the execution of risky tasks. It seems to be characteristic of the
novice and experienced operators alike.

The assessment of the risks attaching to nonmilitary activities stays
approximately the same over the three time periods, indicating that whatever
tendencies there are toward under- or overassessing risks, according to
environmental context, they are specific to military activities in a military
context.

Skill and willingness. Operators assessed the adequacy of their skill in
performing seven IFD tasks and their willingness (reluctance) to undertake
these same seven tasks. Table 16 shows the mean scores of the novices and
experienced operators according to the time at which the ratings were made.
(Scores range between 0% and 100%, where 80% indicates adequate skill in one
scale, and acceptance of the task without reluctance in the other.)

1. Self-perceived level of skill climbs to a high level by mid-tour and
remains high post-tour. As one might expect, novice operators are
less confident of their skills pre-tour.

2. Ratings of willingness do not parallel ratings of skill in the novice
operators, and by mis-tour they are still more reluctant than the
experienced operators. By the end of the tour, however, the two groups
are equivalent. The novice operators, although perceiving themselves
as highly skilled after 2 months into the tour, appear to require
additional experience before feeling fully confident in their job.
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Table 16

Mean Scores on Scales of Skill and
Willingness
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The diary information has provided a general description of the operator's
perception of his work from which specific hypotheses can be derived and tested.
Comparison between novice and experienced operators has partially revealed the
sequence of changes which accompany the effects of practice in the combat
situation.

The more dangerous bomb-disposal tasks are likely to be viewed as being as
risky as anything else the soldier has experienced, but the least-threatening
bomb-disposal tasks eventually come to be viewed as no more risky than driving
on a motorway. However, the decline in perception of risk is not apparent
after the operator's first tour, and presumably develops with more prolonged
experience.

Self-perception of skill is high immediately after training, and after 2
months' experience in Northern Ireland, the novice operator sees himself as
performing the task just about as well as it could possibly be performed.
Confidence in skill remains high after the tour. However, the novice operator
is still a little more reluctant to tackle certain jobs than his experienced
counterpart, but this reluctance has disappeared by the time the operator
assesses his confidence again some weeks after the tour has finished. The
disjunction between skill and willingness ratings is of theoretical interest
because some writers have not distinguished these two aspects of uperceived
self-efficacy" (e.g., Rachman, 1980).

Operators were rarely dissatisfied with their performance. Novice operators

were likely to be satisfied with all the jobs they undertook, whereas experienced
operators were likely to be less satisfied with the less demanding jobs.

Confidence in skills changed little in a week when no jobs were performed.
Defusing a genuine bomb gives rise to greater changes of confidence (usually
higher but sometimes lower) than defusing a hoax bomb. The greatest increments
in confidence are observed in the novice operators after they have dealt with
the first few genuine devices.
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Problems During Tour of Duty. When the groups were equated for sample
size, it was calculated that for the 16-week period of operational duty, the
mean number of problems acknowledged per operator was as follows: experienced
operators, 20.3; inexperienced operators, 45.9. The specific problems reported
by the experienced and inexperienced operators are shown in Table 17. Although
the major problem was the same for both groups, i.e., lack of opportunity for
sport and exercise, some minor differences emerged. As far as the severity of
the problems was concerned, the order for the two groups was different (see
Table 18). The main problem for EOs arose from difficulties with colleagues or
seniors. The inexperienced operators complained of inadequate exercise and of
paperwork. It must be said that, having visited most of the operational units,
Dr. Cox and I had no difficulty in understanding the problem reported by the
soldiers. In many instances, they were obliged to live and work under extremely
difficult, cramped, improvised conditions.

Table 17

Tour Problems, Experienced and Inexperienced Operators
(Frequency Count)

EO 10

1. Opportunity for sport and exercise 1. Opportunity for sport and exercise

2. Difficulty with colleagues or 2. Lack of sleep
seniors

3. Lack of sleep 3. Paperwork/reports

4. Opportunity for social life 4. Opportunity for social life

5. Lack of entertainment 5. Difficulty with colleagues or

seniors

Table 18

Tour Problems, Experienced and Inexperienced Operators (Severity)

EO 10

1. Difficulties with colleagues or 1. Opportunity for sport and exercise
seniors

2. Opportunity for sport and exercise 2. Paperwork/reports

3. Lack of sleep 3. Opportunity for social life

4. Career problems 4. Lack of sleep

5. Opportunity for social life 5. Food
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Post-Tour Reports. Following the completion of their tour of duty, the
operators were asked to complete a questionnaire (Table 19) containing 15
questions designed to tap their tour experiences. The full results of this
enquiry are given in Table 17. In summary, it was found that the majority of
operators were satisfied with their tour of duty, felt satisfied with their
operational performance, and reported that they had improved th;-oughout the
tour (a recollection that is not fully consistent for EOs). To begin with, the
majority found that waiting for a task made them tense and anxious and that in
the early stages, working on a device had the same effect. One quarter of the
respondents reported that working on a device had made them extremely tense.
The operators attributed their successful performance to the quality of their
training, their skill and confidence, and the support of their colleagues in
the team. Slightly over half of the respondents admitted to having made at
least one serious mistake during their tour. The most common error reported
was the tendency to cut corners and work too quickly. Slightly under half of
the soldiers who reported that the tour had changed them felt that they had
grown in maturity and self-respect. The majority felt a sense of let-down
after returning from their tour; in particular, they missed the group identity
of their unit colleagues and the sense of excitement and responsibility that
went with the job.

Remarkably few adverse experiences were reported. Eighteen percent of the
sample said that they felt restless or agitated after returning from duty,
another 18% reported having bad dreams, and 12% reported an inability to settle
down. None of them complained of intrusive thoughts related to their operational
duties in Northern Ireland. Relatively few of the operators reported any change
in their intake of alcohol or the consumption of cigarettes after returning to
the United Kingdom.

Summary. Virtually all of the bomb-disposal operators studied performed
smoothly and competently. During tours of operational duty, levels of confidence
were mainly high and stable, especially among the experienced operators. These
operators reported few fluctuations in their stable, calm mood states and were
better able to "switch off" when not on operational duty. The inexperienced
operators showed broadly stable patterns of mood and confidence but were subject
to a few significant fluctuations.

The most common problem reported on tour was the lack of opportunity for
sport and exercise, but among EOs the most serious problems were interpersonal.

At the end of tour most operators felt satisfied with their performance,
and many felt too that they had benefited from the experience. The most common
error reported was that of cutting corners on a task. Few adverse post-tour
experiences of significance were reported.

Conclusions. Although the findings are of interest, the need for fuller
information from many more operators in the field was apparent. Hence, a fresh
group of 20 operators were studied in a replication design, the results of
which are given in the second half of this chapter.

Two findings stood out in the first study. First, the majority of operators
performed these demanding and dangerous tasks competently and calmly (hence,
coming closer to Rachman's (1978) definition of "fearlessness" rather than
scourage"). Second, the experienced operators performed more economically
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Table 19

Post-Tour Questionnaire: Results

CIRCLE ANY OF THE ALTERNATIVES THAT APPLY TO YOU

I.-In general, and taking such factors an fat'Iguo, anxiety, work
load, boredom in to -account, was your tour- K- 19

a. Much betteir than expected 2

b* *'Rather better tian expocted b
c. Generally as ea-pected 21%
d. Rather worse than expected d 1 .%
a. Much worse than expected e

2. Vero the devices with which you had to deal -19

a. Mainly in a town* setting a 52
b. 'Mainly in a country setting b 1%
c. Equally, dL-ided between tovn. and country c 3

*. Did yau feel that your performance as an operator - -19
a. Zmproved steadily throuChout the tour= 6e

13. Fluctuated throughout the tour b 1C%
c. Vas unchanged throughout the tou C 21%

I. Key 4dd waiting for a task when on call affect youZ N-19
a. Generally made no Rulte tense and aznxious .a

b. At first made me quite tense and anxious
but gradually got used to it b 63%

c. Did not make ano anious and tons* 32%

5.What effect did workcing on a'device have on you?
.a. Generally made me extremely tense and

anxious 8. 2%
b. Generally made me quite tense and anxious b 5
C.. At first made me tense and anxious but 21%

gradually got used to it c
4. Did not make me anxious anit tense 4
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Table 19 (Continued)

6. Row did you come to tbrms with the risks and dangLer. of

your Job on tour? (Circin as many alternatives as. you. ii~h.

and add any frther iews under Other ) W.55
a. Reliance on ood luck a
b. Reliance on your-D training b 2

a., Reliance on skill and confidence to

analyse Job Ln,hand q .27

d. Reliance on God or relI4-Jious faith d. .%

*e. Prettending that no da.nger existede
*f.. Cov-ictIon that doaz an important Job

for.* Just cause ..

.* Identification with your colleagues and
team C 2%~

h. Conviction that it couldn't happen to me h

i. Fea- or letting yourself down'or showing

anxiety

J. Other_ ___
,,,+ k

7. Were you ever aware (or was it pointed out.to you

by others)"that you had made a mistake in approach or

techniques which could have had potentially

dan4erous consequences? U-19

a. Yes - on a sLngle occasion only a 32%

b. Yea - more than one occasion b 2E%

c. Never c 42%

6. Deleted
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Table 19 (Continued)

9. Were you aware of any personal tendencies or weaknesses

which could have made you vulnerable as an operator and

against which you had to guard - in effect an Achillees
Heel? N-36

a. To work too quickly a

b. To work too slowly b

a. To plan approach by insp-atLon. rather

than by logical thought -

4. To become casual and complacent d 11.

0.. Too much preoccupation with detail. •"

f. -Tendency to cut corners V 2%

g. Trying to meet expectations of SF and

others. g 14%

h.. To become loss alert after several false

alarms h

1C. Failure to anticipate likely results of

actions taken . ±

. ntolerance of fatLgue. or sleep loss

10. Do you feel that yourtour.has changed you in any way

as a person? -..35

a. No a

b. More mature and contented. b ZC%

a. nc reased solf-confidence and seLf -rospect c 2%

d. A. better soldier d 17%
e. More cynical and disillusioned e

f. Moreintolerant and critical f

g. Lees satisfied with your c*.eer

h. Other_ _ _ ___

11. Did you have any sense of let-dovn persisting for

more than afew days after your tour in N.I.? "-32

a. No a 15

b. Yes - missed excitement of ZED work b 19.

. es - missed remponsibitity of IEU work C 15

d. Yes - missed doine a vital and vaiiable

job d
a. Ys - wis.ed comrsd*shp -nd Xr'outp idAent.

of Velix team& • 2%
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Table 19 (Continued)

Ia. SAce" your return from S.Z. have you experienced any of

the follo1ng vb±oh were not your normal attitudes and behaviour? W-'.ft

a. Restlessnees agitation a

b. .Zrrtabiliry b

c. Difficulty in sleeping :

4. FeelinC Jumpy, easily startled d

e. Tnabilty to mettle down 2

f. Depressed mood

. reem. tired out.. g.

h. Being very talkativ h

A. Bad dreams 1 18%

J_ Boredom

L-. Getting angry mare easily I

1. Bothered by, thoughts of tour in 1,.

comlag into youzmind when you dont

vat them I

m. reo unw. elated.

13, Since your tour has 7our intake of alcoho. shown--K,19

a. No Change from pre.-tourlevels 7a.

b. An increase f-om pre-touzr levels b nl

. 'A decrease'from pre-tour levelz a %cI21

1l. Since your tour has your consumption of ci a.rettes

shovu - 5-0
a. No change from pre-taur levels a

b. An increase from pe-tour levels b 1%

c a. A decrease from pre-tour levels a 1%
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(in the psychological sense), more consistently, and had fewer post-tour
adjustment problems.

It is not clear what mediates this psychologically economical performance,
but it is of some interest in recalling the findings of Epstein & Fenz 41972)
on trainee and veteran parachutists. The phenomenon may be of some potential
value and is worth pursuing.

On the theoretical side, the results point to "fearless" rather than
Mcourageous" performances, but this is not in keeping with the conclusions of
part three on the effects of training. There, it was felt that the trained
operators, expressing willingness to perform tasks that they estimated to be
dangerous, were being courageous. There is no conflict of evidence or conclusions
here, because we can see once more the movement from courageous to fearless
performance, described on earlier occasions (Rachman, 1978).

Note on a Casualty. So far, we have come across one operator (Subject No.
20) who suffered a serious psychological breakdown following his tour of duty.
Through an examination of pre-tour data and the weekly diaries obtained from
this soldier, and other operators who were in Northern Ireland during the same
period, the deterioration in his psychological condition while in Northern
Ireland is apparent. He failed the IED training course and had to repeat it;
he also stated that he did not want to serve in Northern Ireland as an IED
operator. Over the tour, his confidence on IED tasks decreased considerably,
the number of personal problems (e.g., alcohol, discipline) he acknowledged
increased, and the amount of hostility and depression he experienced also
increased. These changes were particularly striking when compared with other
operators working in the same situation (Subjects No. 54, 47, 23). As we
continue the detailed examination of this material, it will be interesting to
note whether similar trends are noted with any other operators. Findings such
as these gain significance, when one considers the effect such behaviour may

have on the entire bomb-disposal team and that ultimately, this particular
soldier had to be hospitalized.

Study 2

The interesting results that emerged from the first study on changes in
self-reported fear during a 19-week tour of active duty encouraged us to expand
the sample and to collect some additional information. The main aim of the
second study was to collect information about the incidence, distribution, and
fluctuations of self-reported fear during a 19-week tour of duty, punctuated by
a 4-day rest interval midway through the tour period.

All of the subjects were no. 1 operators, responsible for the planning and
execution of bomb-disposal tasks. They were located in different parts of
Northern Ireland, and we ensured that rural and urban postings, and active and
inactive postings, were adequately represented. Each operator was required to
complete the weekly diary, setting out his experience for the preceding week.
it was explained to each operator that the material would be kept confidential
and would have no bearing on their Army careers. They were provided with self-
addressed stamped envelopes which allowed them to return the diaries by ordinary
post directly to the research team in London. As far as we were able to
ascertain, the operators accepted our assurances about the confidentiality of
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the reports, and it certainly is the case that many of the reports contained
frank accounts of difficulties encountered, even including direct conflicts
with superior officers. Presumably, the operators would have taken care to
exclude such information if they had not accepted our assurances.

The diaries consisted of the following sections. In part 1, they had to
complete a Mood Adjective Checklist relating to their psychological feelings
when carrying out a bomb-disposal task. In part 2, they were asked to rate
their psychological feelings, on a similar scale, but referring to their state
when they were not actually on duty. The third part of the diary consists of a
list of 15 commonly encountered aspects of bomb-disposal work, and the operators
were required to indicate on these charts whether their confidence in their
ability to perform the particular tasks had increased, decreased, or remained
steady during the last week. The fourth part of the questionnaire consists of
a list of 19 commonly encountered problems, and they were asked to check off
whether they had encountered such problems, slightly or seriously, during the
past week. At the end of the diary form, they were provided with a free comment
section, and they often took advantage of the opportunity to add or qualify the
more formal information (Appendix D).

In addition, they were asked to complete a slightly extended diary after
returning from their 4-day rest period, which in all cases was taken outside of
Northern Ireland. Most of the operators spent the rest period in the United
Kingdom with their families.

Finally, at the end of the tour, the operators were asked to fill in a
three-page questionnaire (Appendix E) which was designed to provide a summary
of their experiences during the entire 19-week tour period, while the information
was still fresh. Three months after the completion of their tour of duty, they
were asked to complete a follow-up report (Appendix F) which was similar in
structure, but had a slightly different intention to the end-of-tour report

itself. (The follow-up reports were not complete by April 1982).

Results. The amount of IED work carried out by the operators can be gauged
from the following figures, which are divided into tasks involving genuine
devices and a combination of hoaxes and false alarms. The average number of
genuine devices dealt with during a complete tour was 15.25, with a range of
from 6 to 24. The average number of hoaxes and false alarms dealt with (bearing
in mind that each such call has to be dealt with as if it is genuine) was 21.75.
The range of hoaxes and false alarms was from 6 to 38. One operator who was
not called upon to deal with a single genuine device during his entire tour,
and whose reports showed scarcely any change whatever, was replaced in our study
by an operator in a more active zone.

Seven of the operators reported no fear during any of the 19 weeks of
their tour (see Figure 11). Four of the operators reported a great deal of
fear at various times during their tour; operators were placed in the high fear
category if they endorsed the "very fearful" column on more than three occasions,
or the "moderately fearful" column on more than six occasions. A separate
analysis was made of those operators who reported moderate or high levels of
fear during the first 3 weeks of their tour (two scores of very fearful, or one
score of very fearful and two scores of moderately fearful were needed for
inclusion in the group). Eight of the 20 operators reported significant fear
during the first 3 weeks of their tour of duty.
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Using the same system of classification for the last 3 weeks of the tour,
it was found that four operators experienced significant fear in the closing
stages of their stay in Northern Ireland. Two operators experienced significant
levels of fear both early in the tour and late in the tour, and three others
showed significant but fluctuating levels of fear.

The fact that so many of the operators were willing to report experiencing
significant fear at some stage during their tour of duty encourages the view
that we were receiving valid information. It should be mentioned, however,
that of the 13 operators who reported significant fear at some stage, 7 out of
the 13 stated in their final, end-of-tour report that they had not experienced
fear at any stage. This selective recall, tending to give an impression of
greater fearlessness than was experienced during the tour itself, was an
unexpected finding.

As some of the operators can appear in more than one frequency account
(e.g., "much fear" and "end-of-tour fear") the total number of instances exceeds
the size of the sample, which was of course n = 20. These results show that
just under half of the operators reported having experienced little or no fear
during the entire tour of duty. A slightly larger number reported having
significant fear early in the tour. Four operators reported a great deal of

fear throughout much of the tour, and three others reported significant but
fluctuating fears. As far as the end-of-tour fear is concerned, only four
operators gave clear evidence of having undergone such an experience.

Discussion. This second study revealed evidence of more fear than was
encountered in the first study. The early part of the tour was most fear
provoking. The operators who reported little or no fear presumably are drawn

from the same pool as those operators who participated in our stress experiment
and experienced very little fear in the laboratory. The present result is
entirely consistent with the suggestions put forward by Cox et al. (1982) that
there exists a small group of people, highly represented among bomb-disposal
operators, who are relatively invulnerable to danger and stress. On the other
hand, the results can be looked at in another way. Nearly two-thirds of the

operators who participated in this study experienced and reported significant
levels of fear at some stage during their tour. Bearing in mind that they all
performed their duties satisfactorily, and therefore completed the entire tour,
we have fair evidence of what Rachman (1978) has defined as essential courage,
i.e., persistence in carrying out a dangerous or stressful task despite the
experience of subjective fear. Among these operators, we found evidence of

fearlessness and of courage.

Following this definition, the four operators who completed their tour

successfully despite reporting a considerable amount of fear can be considered
as the most courageous of the group. The occurrence of fluctuations in fear
was rather unexpected and no explanation is readily available. An inspection
of the diaries of three operators concerned, failed to reveal any close or
obvious connections between their military experiences or particular events in
the field and the occurrence of subjective fear.

One of the most interesting aspects of these results is the common report
of significant fear early in the tour, i.e., within the first 3 weeks, ane its
dissipation within such a relatively short time despite the continuing expL.-ure
to danger and stress. In other words, we have here an example of fairly rapid
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habituation to a dangerous and fear-provoking set of circumstances (see Rachman,
1978, for other examples). Close inspection of the diaries of the eight

operators concerned showed that the dissipation of this early fear almost always
occurred shortly after they had successfully completed the disposal of a genuine
explosive device. The completion of this task most often was followed by a steep
increase in confidence and a decline of fear, that in most cases was enduring.
In two cases, bomb-disposal operators who overcame their early fear experienced
a return of significant fear in the closing stages of their tour. On the other
hand, there were four operators who had their first experience of significant
fear in the closing stages of the tour--the well known end-of-tour jitters.

Interestingly, it was among this group of four operators that we came across
most evidence of fear being experienced while not actually on duty. In other
words, the end-of-tour fear is rather more diffuse than the fears experienced
early in the tour, which tend to be confined to the bomb-disposal task itself
or to making the journey to and from the site of the bomb.

Before turning to our examination of the concomitants of fear, it must be
pointed out that there was no simple connection between the sheer number of
exposures to danger (indexed by the number of tasks involving genuine and/or
hoax devices) and levels of fear. Some of the operators who experienced most
fear were kept very busy while others were situated in areas that were relatively
inactive. Equally, some of the operators who experienced little or no fear
were busy, and others inactive. Among those operators who experienced little
or no fear, the most common psychological state experienced off-duty was
tiredness, and occasional anger. Among the operators who reported the highest
levels of fear, the most common psychological state (off-duty) was unhappiness.
Our data do not allow us to put forward a causal hypothesis to explain this
association, but presumably if a person is repeatedly experiencing high levels
of fear under dangerous conditions, it is very likely to induce a state of
unhappiness.

This, however, may be too simple an explanation, bearing in mind that two
of the operators who showed high levels of fear reported themselves as being
significantly unhappy during the first week of their tour, and then again at
intervals during the remaining 4 months. Unless it can be shown that the
unhappiness with which they arrived was itself related to anticipatory fear,
the supposition that high levels of fear gave rise to unhappiness cannot be
consistently maintained. It is also of interest to notice that the operators
who reported the highest levels of fear were those who complained of th, greatest
number of problems during their tour. Characteristically, these complaints
ranged over a wide number of subjects but almost always included difficulties
with senior officers, and not infrequently were accompanied by medical problems
and sleeplessness. For reasons that are not clear, the operators who reported

medium levels of fear had a significantly greater number of reports of anger.

As far as the ratings of confidence are concerned, the most interesting
finding has already been referred to, i.e., that ratings of confidence in one's
competence showed a steep increase shortly after the successful completion of
the first one or two bomb-disposal tasks involving a genuine device. It was
rare to find reports of any significant decrease in confidence during the tour,
but those two operators who did make such reports both fell into the group of
high fear responders. They also endorsed the unhappy mood item significantly

more often than the other operators. It should be noticed, however, that the
four operators in the high fear group did not start off with confidence levels
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that were significantly below those of the other operators. It appears rather
that they arrived for their tour of duty in a dysphoric mood state, experienced
a considerable amount of fear in the early weeks, and probably as a result,
underwent a loss of confidence. This loss of confidence may itself in turn

promote more fear. In all, the data on self-confidence are readily understood
in terms of Bandura's (1977) theory of self-efficacy.

Having given this discussion of the main findings, it remains to provide a

selection of extracts from the diaries, which it is hoped, will convey more
vividly one part of the psychological experience of carrying out bomb-disposal
duties under conditions of considerable danger.

Illustrative Excerpts from Diaries

Operator One. These first extracts are taken from the diaries returned
by a staff sergeant who was carrying out his second tour of duty in Northern

Ireland. During his first week he dealt with one explosive device and reported
himself as being very lively and active, both on duty and off. His comment

was "Newly arrived in Province--no particular problems." He had a very busy

second week during which he dealt with three explosive devices and reported

that he had been slightly frightened when dealing with one of them, but remained
lively and alert throughout the week. In order to render safe one of the de-
vices, he had to spend a lot of time exploring the area, ruling out a range of

possible dangers. As a result he was working on the device most of the night

and suffered a slight disturbance of sleep on the following day. He reported
having a confused and disturbing dream involving bombs, violence, and hijacking.

However, when he had completed this most difficult job, he reported a large
and significant increase in confidence. He reported no fear during the second
week. His third week was uneventful and he was not called out. "The past week

has been exceptionally quiet with not even a smell of an IED incident. I'm
worried about the team losing its edge."

During the fourth week, he dealt with two devices and was called out to

deal with one false alarm. He remained lively, alert, and interested and found
that he was better able to relax off duty. The week was marked by the appearance

of a new type of explosive device, which he referred to as "a funny." He

reported, "We were faced with a new type of device but were flexible enough to
deal with the new threat until such time as new or modified equipment appears."

The fifth week was very busy and he had to deal with several explosive devices,
including a number that were hidden in various parts of a large warehouse. "1
was involved for something like twenty-four hours and towards the end of the

task I was well and truly shattered, as were the rest of the team. I had a

constant worry throughout that there was a booby-trap somewhere. However, by a
gradual process of elimination this proved not to be so. During the reconnaissance
phase of the operation, the cab of (a suspect) vehicle exploded quite violently.
The fact that precisely one minute before I was on a house roof looking down on
it, did not scare me at the time nor during the task. However knowing now what

happened, the cab bomb certainly inspires me to think that these tipper trucks

should be marked with a Government health warning[" In the sixth week, he

dealt with one explosive device, smoothly and according to plan. He reported a

significant increase in confidence at the end of this week.
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Shortly after, he went for 4 days of rest to the United Kingdom. On
returning, he had very soon to deal with a large explosion, and the operation
went according to plan. During the second half of his tour of duty he continued
to be called on frequently and had to deal with a steady flow of devices. He
reported no further experience of fear, but on a number of occasions described
himself as having been very angry. All of these incidents were the results of
disagreements with soldiers from the supporting regiment, and on one occasion
with a superior officer.

This operator had a reputation for being highly skilled, and he certainly
displayed a great deal of interest and enthusiasm for the job, which can be
illustrated by a comment he made 3 weeks before the end of his tour. After a
week in which he had dealt with two explosive devices and two hoaxes, he
remarked, "A reasonably busy week with some enjoyable tasks."

Operator Two. The next set of illustrations comes from the diary of an
operator who was completing his first tour of duty in Northern Ireland. The
main feature of interest here was that he reported no fear during his tour of
duty, but suffered from repeated periods of acute boredom. The only satisfactory
antidote for his boredom was to be called out to deal with an explosive device.

By the sixth week he was complaining of the lack of opportunity for exercise
and the long periods of inactivity. He also complained of disturbed sleep,
during which he dreamt about bomb-disposal activities. In the following week
he was extremely busy and was called out to deal with five different explosive
devices and one hoax. His level of activity went up and his confidence increased.
The following week was very quiet and he received no calls whatever. His
comment was "Boredom, I think the bloody war is overl" The following week was
another busy time and he wrote this comment: "I feel great. It's good to do
some real work. Glad to have the opportunity. I thought the war had ended and
felt better that I was not wasting my time. Not now. I feel much more confident
and 100%."

During the next 2 weeks, he had very little to do but managed to have two
fairly serious arguments with superior officers. His comment for the week was
"Great disappointment not doing more work." Three weeks later he had an

extremely busy week and was called out to deal with six explosive devices in
the course of 4 days. He dealt with them correctly and quickly and had a boost
in his confidence. His comment was brief: "I feel great." Three weeks later
he was again very busy and dealt with seven devices, reporting that "I have
much enjoyed the weekl"

This operator's experiences provide a vivid illustration of a phenomenon
which we encountered early on in our contacts with the bomb-disposal personnel.
To our great surprise, the operators told us that they actually looked forward
to the alarm telephone ringing so that they could go out on a task. The notion
that someone could look forward to being called out to carry out such a dangerous
task, one in which you often risk your life, can only be comprehended against a
background of considerable inactivity, restriction, and ensuing boredom. For a
significant minority of operators, the boredom involved in sitting around and
waiting to be called out presented the greatest problem. It says something for
the power of boredom that so many people in these circumstances preferred
exposure to great danger in preference to sitting in cramped quarters watching
dreary and repetitious television programmes.
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It should not be thought, however, that the desire to carry out bomb-
disposal activities is simply or even mainly an attempt to get away from the
boredom of the cramped barracks. Virtually all of these bomb-disposal operators
took great pride in their skills and the responsibility entrusted to them.
Almost all of them felt it important to demonstrate their value by performing
their important protective functions.

Operator Three. Before turning to extracts from the diary of an operator
who had a difficult and unhappy tour of duty, some brief examples will be taken
from the records of an operator who described the circumstances under which he
experienced fear. During his first 6 weeks he had to deal with only one
explosive device but was called out to deal with a number of hoax calls. His
confidence, although at a satisfactory level, had not increased since arriving
in Northern Ireland. Then in the seventh week, he successfully dealt with a
difficult device and his confidence improved, followed shortly by a decrease in
his ratings of unhappiness. Then in the eighth week, he gave a very high fear
score, which he explained in this way: "The fearful and jittery feelings during
the task were caused by the hoax, which I was sure was a set-up for shooting.
I do not like being in a situation where I could be shot at." Here it is worth
remarking that a number of the operators spontaneously remarked that they felt
more frightened going to and from the site of an explosive device than they did
in dealing with the explosive devices directly. Unlike some of the infantry
soldiers with whom we discussed the matter, the bomb-disposal operators expressed
great fear of snipers.

For their part, the infantry soldiers found it almost incomprehensible how
someone could approach and calmly deal with an explosive device. Although we
did not tackle the question directly, the strong inference from the information
which we have gathered from the bomb-disposal operators leads us to believe
that above all it is their sense of skill and controllability which helped them
to perform their tasks with so little fear. When they are being driven to or
from the site of the bomb, they are passive, feel exposed, and have little
control over events. In these circumstances, they not infrequently report
having some fears.

Operator Four. We can now turn to consider the performance of a warrant
officer who had an unhappy tour, but who in our strict definition of courage,
performed bravely because his competence was not significantly impaired despite
the fact that at times he felt extremely frightened.

This operator had to deal with three different devices, one hoax, and one
false alarm during his first week in Northern Ireland. He reported having felt
extremely frightened and very stirred up when dealing with the devices, and
that he was tired, drowsy, and unhappy, even when off duty. His confidence in
his ability to deal with the tasks fluctuated during this week and subsequently.
The lack of consistency in his self-ratings of confidence was a notable feature
of his tour. During the second week he was again very busy and had to deal
with four genuine devices, two hoaxes, and two false alarms. He reported
himself as feeling jittery but not frightened. Off duty he remained unhappy,
tired, and drowsy. He complained of experiencing a number of problems, including
boredom, family difficulties, insufficient opportunity to exercise, and so on.
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During the third week he dealt with two devices and two hoaxes and once
more said that he had felt frightened, although not quite as frightened as
during the first week.

By the third week, he was reporting a sense of stress in these words:
*Increased pressure always occurs when (the senior officer) attends an incident.
It is now necessary for me to inform the hierarchy of any tasks. I resent
interference regardless of good intention. I must now resist the temptation to
speed up in order to complete the task prior to (senior officer's) arrival."

The next week was uneventful but he noticed that he was becoming increasingly
irritable and angry and had lost confidence in his ability to operate some of
the equipment. The fifth week was busy again and he complained of no fewer
than seven off-duty problems. While on duty he said that he was alert and
active. The following week was busy, and he showed a surprising loss of
confidence in his ability to deal with the devices even though his perrormance
had been competent. The next week he reported feeling unhappy, tired, and
helpless--in addition to the irritability reported earlier. Despite these
growing difficulties, he found the boredom hard to tolerate and expressed a
preference for going out on a task. "The boredom is now acute and difficult to
overcome. The team is awaiting a big job which is due in this area but as time
drags on, frustration is setting in." TIe next week was relatively inactive
and he rated himself as being very, very unhappy.

Shortly after this week he went home for the prescribed 4 days of rest and
reported on his return that he had felt extremely drowsy and tired while at
home. On his return to duty he had to deal with one explosion and three false
alarms in the first few days. He found that he had lost some confidence and

once again reported himself as being very frightened and jittery while dealing
with the device. In the subsequent week he felt very, very fearful when dealing
with a false alarm. In the subsequent weeks he expressed a further loss of
confidence in his ability and reported another fearful experience. "I can feel
myself becoming increasingly lethargic, short-tempered and irritable, which
isn't my normal self. The tedium and futility of the days of inactivity is
becoming oppressive." The following 2 weeks were rather inactive, and his
unhappiness scores reached the maximum point. Two more bad weeks followed, in
which he felt frightened on a number of occasions, stirred up, and very unhappy.
"I'm having to work under intolerable pressure due to the vindictiveness of a
superior and a lack of confidence in my ability."

Despite all these difficulties, he stayed on till the end of his tour and,
in all, successfully dealt with 23 explosive devices and 23 false alarms/hoaxes.

Curiously, his end-of-tour report did not reflect the unhappiness which he
had experienced. He felt that the tour had gone more or less as expected, and
that his performance had remained constant throughout the tour. He stated that
he had not felt anxious either before or during the execution of a bomb-disposal
task. On the other hand, he did mention that he had at times felt under pressure
from his superior officers, and that on one occasion he had made an avoidable
error of potentially dangerous consequences.

Addendum: Physical Reactions During Bomb-Disposal Duties. In order to
gauge how many and what kinds of physical reactions were experienced, 15
operators completed the Sensation Perception Questionnaire (SPQ) reproduced
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as Table 20. The operators were asked to rate the presence of any of 25 bodily
sensations during "the most dangerous IED situation you can imagine," and as
they were all veteran operators, their ratings reflected their own experiences.
With 25 items and a maximum score of 9 on each, the maximum total is 175. The
range of 0 to 127 was so extreme, that we decided to concentrate only on
frequently rated items of 5 or over (out of a maximum of 9). The results were
as follows, and discussion is held over to Part 5.

Frequency Ratings

1. Pounding or racing heart X12

2. Sensation of breathing heavily
and deeply Xl1

3. Mouth dry X10

4. Trembling X10

5. Sweating X10

6. Urge to urinate X9

7. Sensations from stomach X8

8. Face hot X5

The remaining sensations all scored below a frequency of 5.

The Effects of the Mid-Tour Interval. Roughly half way through their 19-
week tour of duty the operators had a 4-day break. Eighty percent of the sample
spent the 4 days with their families either in the United Kingdom or at a
military base in Germany. The remaining 20% spent their holiday with their
families abroad.

On returning to duty in Northern Ireland, each operator completed a post-
R&R report consisting of the usual mood adjective check list and some specific
questions about how they had spent the time during their rest interval, any
changes which they had noticed, and their willingness to return to bomb-disposal
duties.

The scores recorded on the adjective check list for the R&R period closely
resembled the scores which the operators had recorded in their off-duty periods
immediately prior to the rest interval. There were no large changes reported
between off-duty periods and R&R period.

Most of the operators reported that they were able to relax adequately

during their rest, and a few caught up on lost sleep. Twenty percent said that
they had found themselves involuntarily thinking about their bomb-disposal work
in Northern Ireland, 'Dut none found it to be particularly disturbing.

Ten percent said that a close relative had found them more tense and/or
irritable than usual. After completing their rest period, 40% reported themselves
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Table 20

Sensation Perception Questionnaire

Sensation Pe etion QuestionnaireI.t

the purpose of thin questionnair is to find out whether you have ever experienced
sensations arising out of bodily reactions associated with stress or tension.
We would like you to consider the moat danderous IM situation you can imagine

end indicate which of the bodily sensation* listed below you would ezpect to
erperience and the degree to which they would be present. Each sensation listed

below should be rated an a scale from 0-9, where 0 - never experienced the
sensation under the specified conditions, and 9 - have ezperienced the sensation

ftrequently.

(circle the appropriate number)

ace hot nEV 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 VRY

Mouthdry 2 3 4 5 8 9

gi-gor buzzing in su= 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9

Pounding or facLng heart 0 1 2 3 4. 5 6 T 8 9

ftembling 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9

Nmbness in skin 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9

3lood rushing to head 0 1 2 4. 5 8 9

Pain ,chest regi.on 0 1 2 3 4 5 T T 8 9

sclest itchign ad j ping 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9

Sensation of breathing heavily and 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9
deeply

Sensations from stomach (e.g. sinking, 0 1 2 3 4 5 T 8 9
churcing, 'upset')

Loss of balance (e.g. in wallng) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9

euse, 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 9

Headache 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 .9
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Table 20 (Continued)

Einds ooL WUM 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9

*Westime 0 1 2 3 4

Utgto cnste 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9

senatiam o bLAg cose to 0 2 3 4 T 8
faintig

Izv to yOULt 0 1 .2 3 4 5 T 5

Novel senatims (e.g.urg to 0 1. 2 3 4 5 T 7 8
.efascate)

3Hale tmand a id ~ 0 1 2 3 4 56 T a

Disslnes. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T a

emnatan of beat~ag AbAfly 0 1 2 3 4 -5 6 0 9

s'amIinp'inthe tnot 0 1 2 3 4 5 T a.8 9

Usnallng m monaU kdn 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 T 8 .9
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as being eager to return to bomb-disposal work, 40% regarded it as a job that
had to be completed, and the remaining 20% offered no comment.

On returning to bomb-disposal duties, very few differences in performance
or psychological reaction were reported in the first week of their return to
duty. Two of the operators reported that they had experienced the return of
some degree of fear during the first post-rest week, but in both cases this had
disappeared by the end of their second week of duty.

In all, the results of the R&R period revealed little and were unsurprising;
a majority of the operators did, however, express appreciation of the rest
period.

End-of-Tour Reports. On completion of their tour of duty in Northern
Ireland, but before returning to the United Kingdom, the operators completed a
final report which was intended to give a summary account of their assessment
of their experiences. The full results are given in Table 21. Four of the
operators failed to complete their forms correctly, so n = 16.

Most of the operators found the tour to be better than they had expected
it would be, and only two found it much worse than expected. Furthermore, the
majority found that their performance improved steadily throughout the tour.
The most commonly reported method of dealing with the risks and dangers of the
job was a reliance on their skills and confidence, closely followed by their
reliance on their specialised training. The identification with colleagues and
team played an important part in helping them to carry out their work
satisfactorily. Eight of the operators said that they were assisted by the
conviction that they were doing an important job for a just cause, three of
them expressed some reliance on religious faith, and three on good luck.

Four of the operators said that at first they had felt quite tense while
waiting to be called to an incident, but the large majority experienced no
anxiety at this time. As far as anxiety while working with the devices was
concerned, none were anxious for a prolonged part of the tour. Six of the
operators reported that they had felt anxious at first but gradually got used
to it; the majority (14) stated that they had not felt anxious or tense at any
time. As mentioned earlier, this report is not entirely consistent with reports
which some of the operators were making on a weekly basis. If we attach greater
weight to the weekly reports, rather than to a single statement summarising the
experiences over a 19-week period, we can conclude that there is a certain
amount of selective recall in which some of the operators fail to remember
having felt frightened at some stage while on duty.

As far as personal tendencies and weaknesses are concerned, the most
commonly reported problem was that of working too quickly, closely followed by
the tendency to cut corners. Additionally, seven of the operators felt that

they were rather too inclined to meet the expectations of the security forces
or other people. Nine of the operators admitted to having made at least one
particularly dangerous mistake during their tour, two of them said that they
had made more than one significart error, and five said that they had not made
any significant error at any stage.
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Table 21

End-of-Tour Reports (n - 16)

In general, and takin uch factors s fatigue anxiety, workload,

boredom into aooount, van your tour -

a.. Much better than expected 7

b. Rather better than expected 1

a. Generally as expected 7

4. Rather worse than expected 0

e. Mlkch worse than expected I

Did you feel that your perfomance as an operator -

a. Improved steadily throubout the tour 12

b. Fluctuated througout the tour 2

a. Va pcbanged througout the tour 2

Nov did you come to ter s with the risks and dangers of your job

on tour? (Circle an many alternatives an you wish)

a. Reliance on good luck 2

b. Reliance n your training 15

c. Reliance n aifl. and confidence to analyse
job in hand 15

d. RellAnce on God or religious faith 3
e. Pretending that no danger existed 0

f. Conviction that doing an Important job for a

just cauae 7

C. Identification with your colleagues and team 15

h. Conviction that it couldnt happen to me 2

i. Year of letting yourself down or showing anxiety 7

Now did waiting for a task when on call affect you?

a. Generally made me quite tense and anxious 0
b. At first made ae quite tense and anxious but

gradually got used to it 2

a. Did not make me anxioua and tenne 14

(Only 16 of the 20 reports vere complete and useable. On some
question@ more than one answer was allowed, e.g. Question 3)
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Table 21 (Continued)

What effect did voktg on a device have on you?

a. Geno. Jly made me extremely tense and anxioua 0

b. Generally made me quite tense and anxious 0

a. At first made me tense and anxious but
gra'y got used to it 4

d. Did not make me anxious and tease 12

Verq you ewae of any personal tendencies or veaknesses which could

have made you vulnesble as an operator end again t which you had

to guard - in effect en Anhilles eel?

a. To work too quickly 11
b. to work too slovly 0

a. To plan approach by inspiration rather than
by logical thought 1

d. To become casual and complacent 0

e. Too nch preoccupation with detail 0

f. Tendency to cut coners 5
c. Trying to meet expectations of SP and others 5
h. To become lese alert after several false alazm 0

i. Falure to anticipate likely results of actions
taken 0

j. Intolerance of fatigue or sleep loss 1

Vere you ever ware (or wa it pointed out to you by others) that

you had made a mistake in approach or technique which could have

had potentially dangerous consequences?

a. Tee - on a single occasion only 7

b. Tea - more than one occasion 3
e. Never- 6
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tour. Ten of them felt that they were better soldiers and eight described an
increase in self-confidence and self-respect. Two felt that they had become
more intolerant and two others were less satisfied with their careers.

None of the operators reported having increased their intake of alcohol
during the tour, and 12 reported decreased drinking. Among the smokers, only 3
out of 15 reported an increase during the tour.

Less than half of the operators reported any significant changes in their
attitudes or feelings toward other people. Three of the operators said that
they had come to value their family more as a result of their experiences, four
said that they felt rather more distant from people than before the tour, one
found himself more tolerant of people but another found himself more intolerant
after the completion of the tour.

In the free comments section, those operators who offered spontaneous
remarks were for the most part satisfied with their performance and the experience
generally. Very few critical remarks or untoward experiences were described.

In summary, on end-of-tour reports, most of the operators felt that their
performance had been competent and satisfactory, and there were indications of
steady improvement in performance and adjustment throughout the tour. They
attached considerable importance to their specialised training, which appears
directly related to their self-confidence.

Comparatively little fear was reported, and what there was tended to
dissipate with increasing practice. The major error was that of working too
quickly or not sticking to standard operating procedures as rigidly as expected.
One of the more noteworthy findings was the admission by 11 of the operators
that they had made at least one potentially dangerous mistake. It is of concern
that two of these operators admitted to having made a mistake of this type on
more than one occasion. Examples of errors include the following: "Instinct
often suggested that a particular action was OK but afterwards I realised if
that instinct had been wrong, I could have been killed/injured." "I moved the
seat (remotely) of a suspect car while much too close to it." "I stood fairly
close to a (suspect) car, although slightly protected by a wall, to use a
shotgun, and discovered later that the car boot contained 30 lb. explosive and
a radio controlled device." "I made a manual approach to a known booby trap
without fully thinking out the final stage of approach. The error dawned on me
before it was too late." wOn more than one occasion, I made errors while
attempting to gain too much forensic evidence by manual approaches."

On the whole, the tour was viewed as having been of some value, and a
majority felt that they were more mature and contented and/or more confident
and better soldiers. Negative effects of the tour were uncommon. It is also
of some interest that smoking and drinking rates, which might be regarded as
indices of stress, changed in ways consistent with the finding that the tour
was well tolerated. The evidence on the social effects of the tour of duty is
too scanty to draw conclusions, but there is a suggestion that for some operators
the tour brought them closer to their family; a few operators experienced a
growing distance from other people.

To conclude, the majority of the operators viewed their tour of duty in
Northern Ireland positively, and as a constructive personal experience.
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PART FIVE: FEAR AND FEARLESSNESS AMONG TRAINEE PARACHUTISTS'

The primary purpose of this study was to assess the extent to which the
findings obtained on the bomb-disposal operators could be extended to other
military personnel. Among other questions, we were interested in trying to
determine whether a specialised training programme increases self-efficacy
scores (as happened with the bomb-disposal operators), whether self-efficacy is
related to experienced fear during parachute jumping, whether the fear (or
fearlessness) experienced during parachute jumping is related to fears of other
sorts, whether one can speak of courageous actors or should restrict oneself to
speaking of courageous acts, and so on.

Parachute trainees were selected because of a presumed similarity between
the danger involved in jumping and the danger involved in dealing with explosive

devices, and because both samples had the benefit of military training as well
as the specialised preparation that preceded the carrying out of their particular
tasks. Additionally, as there is a small but useful amount of psychological
knowledge about the experience of parachuting from aircraft (e.g., Walk, 1948;
Fenz & Epstein, 1967; Basowitz, 1955), the selection of parachutists enabled us
to draw on existing information. Moreover, the use of this sample enabled us
to carry out a partial replication of earlier studies.

The theoretical aims of the study were served by reassessing the generality
(or specificity) of fearless performance, ard by carrying out another test of
Bandura's (1977) theory of self-efficacy. The findings from the bomb-disposal
operators indicated that there was a significant if small degree of generality
in the courageous performances of operators who had been decorated for gallan-
try; in addition, however, there was a good deal of evidence pointing to the
substantial contribution made to courageous performance by specialised military
traininq. In other words, we were able to find evidence of contributions to

courageous performance made by the psychological attributes of the performer,
and important contributions from training and from situational demands. In
the case of the trainee parachutists, we were once again interested in whether
or not their fearless (or fearful) jumping performances were related to other
kinds of fears. In regard to Bandura's self-efficacy theory, we were hoping
to test the extent to which self-efficacy scores can be improved by specialised
training, and then examine the relationship between perceived self-efficacy
and successful performance of the pertinent (parachuting) task.

The study was carried out on 21 trainee parachutists, who formed a group
undergoing training. All of the subjects were members of the Parachute Regi-
ment, and none of them had had any previous parachuting experience. Thirteen
of the trainees were new recruits to the regiment and had a mean age of 19.6
years. The remaining eight soldiers were experienced men transferred from
other regiments and had a mean age of 22.7 years. As the two groups did not
differ on any of the measures, they will throughout this report be regarded
as a homogeneous group. The training course which took place during a 2-week
period consisted of theoretical instruction, followed by practice in jumping
and falling, practice jumps from a balloon, and jumps from an aircraft.

IThis study was carried out in collaboration with Mr. K. Ellis of the Army
Personnel Research Establishment at Farnborough.
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At the beginning of the course, and prior to making any jumps, all of the
subjects were required to fill in a set of questionnaires. At the mid-point
of the training course, they were asked to give a short account of their prog-
ress and, finally, they filled in a set of questionnaires after the completion

of the course.

The pre-course assessment consisted of the H scale used in earlier work
(Appendix B) to provide a measure of healthiness and alertness, a series of
self-efficacy estimates (how much skill S has for dealing with the task of
jumping) on eight jumping tasks ranging from low danger to high danger, and

ratings of expected confidence, danger, success in jumping performance, and
anticipated fear. On all of these scales, a score of zero indicates a small
amount of the attribute in question, and 100 is the maximum amount possible.
As far as the H scale is concerned, a zero score indicates a total absence of
any bodily or mental complaints, scores of 5 indicate a moderate amount of com-

plaints, and scores above 5 are indicative of a high level of complaints.

At the completion of the training course, all of the subjects were asked
to repeat the self-efficacy estimate for the same range of jumping tasks,
ranging from minimal danger to highly dangerous. They were also asked to
rate again how much confidence and how much fear they had experienced during
their most dangerous jump. They were also asked to rate the dangerousness of
the jump, and how well they thought that they had performed. Finally, they
were asked to fill in the Sensation Perception Questionnaire (Table 20) in
order to report which bodily sensations they had experienced during their most
dangerous jump, and the intensity of any such sensations.

Results

The mean scores for self-efficacy ratings on the most dangerous task, the
least dangerous task, and the average of six such ratings, are shown in Table 22.
Also given in this table are the subjects' expected confidence in their ability
to perform well and their felt confidence as reported after the completion of
the training course. Similar pre- and post-training ratings of jitteriness,
dangerousness estimates, self-reported fear, expected performance, and felt
performance were collected. The data were subjected to an analysis of variance,
and the significant pre- and post-training changes are indicated by asterisks.

The majority of measures had changed significantly by the end of the
course. The subjects' ratings of expected self-efficacy changed from a low
of 21% on the dangerous tasks pre-training, to a greatly increased 73% after
the completion of training--a very large increase in perceived self-efficacy
on the most dangerous task. On the least dangerous task, the self-efficacy
scores started at a higher level and also showed a substantial increase at the
completion of training. On average, the ratings of perceived self-efficacy in-
creased from 41% to 80% at the end of training. It would appear therefore that
training successfully increased the subjects' perceived self-efficacy in re-
spect to parachuting. The anticipated confidence scores increased only slightly
and did not reach significance, nor did the anticipated dangerousness of the
task change as a result of the training. The subjects' estimates of their
parachuting competence started at a fairly high level and did not change after
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they had ccmpleted their jumping practice. As far as fear is concerned, they
expected to experience slightly more fear than was reported after completing
the jumps (p < .05).

Table 22

Trainee Parachute Troops, Means & S.D.s Pre- and Post-Training (n = 21)

Mean S.D.

Self-efficacy, high danger, pre 29.19 17.81
Self-efficacy, high danger, post 73.37** 16.07

Self-efficacy, low danger, pre 65.23 19.71
Self-efficacy, low danger, post 83.80** 17.52

Self-efficacy, average, pre 41.04 15.91
Self-efficacy, average, post 80.42** 12.18

Parachute confidence, pre 57.61 14.88
Parachute confidence, post 63.33 17.12

Jittery, pre 56.19 22.46
Jittery, post 44.28** 19.89

Dangerousness, pre 40.47 32.20
Dangerousness, post 42.85 21.18

Self-rated performance, pre 62.61 21.25
Self-rated performance, post 58.57 11.41

Self-rated fear, pre 48.09 26.09
Self-rated fear, post 40.00* 19.87

*p < .05
**p < .01

Table 23 is the correlation matrix, with all variables intercorrelated.
Those correlations which reached a 5% level of significance are indicated by a
single asterisk, and those which reached a 1% level of significance are indi-
cated by a double asterisk.

As far as intercorrelations are concerned, the variable of greatest rele-
vance for present purposes is the trainee's self-reported fear after completing
the jumping practices. The most interesting result here is the highly significant
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(negative) correlation between perceived self-efficacy and experienced fear of
-.58 (p < .01). A comparably high negative correlation was also obtained
between anticipated efficacy on the most dangerous task and experienced fear
with experienced confidence in the jumper's performance. The most surprising
result was the absence of any correlation between the trainee's post-training
estimate of the dangerousness of the task and the amount of self-reported fear.
This absence of any relationship between dangerousness and fear (r < .02, ns)
is not easily explained.

As far as anticipated efficacy ratings are concerned, thehighest correlations
were with self-reported fear, self-reported competence in performing the jump,
and post-training efficacy ratings of the most dangerous task. The trainee's
estimates of the dangerousness of parachuting, both before and after training,
were surprisingly unrelated to other factors, with the exception of post-training
estimate of self-efficacy (r < .45, p < .05). However, the trainees' self-
reported competence in performing the jumping tasks was significantly and
negatively correlated with their estimates of the dangers of jumping made prior
to the training course. At the completion of the training course, the estimates
of danger were no longer related to estimates of successful performance. The
trainees were surprisingly unsuccessful in predicting the success of their
overall jumping performances. Their pre-training estimates failed to correlate
with their self-reported success. Self-reported fear after the completion of
the training course correlated significantly with a lack of confidence, feeling
jittery, low self-efficacy (pre-training) ratings, and negatively with self-
rated performance.

As far as self-rated performance is concerned, in addition to the moderate
but nonsignificant correlation with self-reported fear (r = -.36), self-rated
performance showed a significant correlation with self-reported confidence and
high but nonsignificant correlations with pre-training self-efficacy ratings,
post-training jittery feelings, and anticipated danger pre-training (r = -.51,
p < .05). As mentioned earlier, self-rated performance showed little corre-
lation with expected performance, nor was it related to post-training esti-
mates of the dangerousness of jumping. The pre-training ratings of self-
efficacy correlated significantly with post-training ratings of self-efficacy
on the most dangerous task, moderately but nonsignificantly with self-reported
performance, and negatively with self-reported fear (r = .58, p < .01).

Health/alertness. The ratings of subjects who had high or low scores on
the healthiness/alertness scale are shown in Tables 24 and 25. Table 24 shows
the mean self-ratings of fear, danger, performance, and self-efficacy among
high and low scorers on the H scale. It can be seen that high scorers reported
(retrospectively) greater fear while jumping than did the low scorers, even
though their self-rated jumping performances did not differ. The high scorers
(i.e., those with the most complaints about their health) made significantly
greater estimates of the dangerousness of jumping than did the low scorers.
High scorers also returned larger scores on the SPQ which measures bodily sen-
sations during jumping. On the self-efficacy ratings, the high and low scorers
did not differ either before or after completion of the training course. How-
ever, both groups showed substantial and significant increases in self-efficacy
ratings after completing the course.
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Table 24

Mean Self-Ratings of Fear, Danger, Performance
and Self-Efficacy Among High and Low Scorers

on H Scale (21 Paratroop Trainees)

Experienced Jump Danger SPQ Efficacy
H scale fear performance estimate total Pre Post

Over 5
complaints
(n = 5) 51.4 57.0 54.0 78.2 36.0 72.5

Under 5
complaints
(n = 17) 34.1 62.6 37.5 53.4 41.2 81.0

Scores on Table 25 show the percentage of paratroop trainees reporting
physical reactions during the most dangerous jump. This result shows two
things--first, the trainees were not reluctant to admit having experienced
these physical reactions during jumping, and second, the pattern and rank of
the physical reactions is similar to that reported among infantry combat
veterans and other paratroop trainees. The correlation between the subject's
total SPQ score (i.e., the total number of physical reactions reported during
the most dangerous jump) and the self-reported fear during the most dangerous
jump was significant at the 5% level (r = .46). Furthermore, there was a sig-
nificant correlation between low scores on the SPQ (i.e., few physical reac-
tions) and low scores on the Fear Survey Schedule, which the subjects filled
out prior to taking the training course (r - .37, p <.05).

Another way of looking at these data was to separate out the trainees
who had the highest number of physical reactions and compare them with those

who had the lowest SPQ scores. As can be seen from Table 26, the four soldiers
who had SPQ scores of more than 80 reported more fears on the Fear Survey

Schedule and also reported a higher degree of experienced fear during the most
dangerous jump. The nine trainees with SPQ scores of less than 50, on the
other hand, endorsed a low number of items on the Fear Survey Schedule and
also had a lower self-reported fear rating (during jumping) of 35.
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Table 25

Percentage of Paratroop Trainees (n = 21) Reporting Physical
Reactions During Most Dangerous Jump (0 - not at all, 9 - a

great deal - percentages based on scores of 5 or more on this
10-point scale). (SPQ)

Reaction Percentage

Sweating 78
Pounding and racing heart 61
Urge to urinate 48
Face hot 44
Stomach sensations (sinking, churning) 44
Trembling 38
Dry mouth 38
Bowel sensations 32
Lump in throat 28
Tingling sensations in skin 24
Headache 21
Twitching muscles 21
Shallow, rapid breathing 14
Loss of balance 14
Ringing or buzzing ears 14
Blood rushing to head 9
Dizziness 9
Urge to vomit 9
Close to fainting 4
Nausea 4
Pain in chest 0
Numbness in skin 0
Tenseness in muscles 0
Cold hands 0
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Table 26

High and Low SPQ Scorers

Total, fear Self-reported
survey fear (0-100)

SPQ Score > 80 (n = 4) 11 56%

SPQ Score < 50 (n = 9) 4 35%

Note: SPQ total score and self-reported (parachuting) fear correlated 0.346
(p <.05), and SPQ total score correlated 0.382 (p <.05) with total
fear survey score.

Summary

All but one of the trainees completed the course successfully. The one
exception was a recruit who injured his ankle during a training jump and was
unable to continue. The trainees anticipated that jumping would be moderately
dangerous but felt confident that they would manage successfully. Their ex-
pected and actual (self-rated) performances were similar. They anticipated
experiencing a moderate amount of fear and, in the event, reported slightly
less fear than expected. One can sum up by saying that their performance was
satisfactory despite their estimates of the dangerousness of the task, and
only modest levels of fear were experienced.

Discussion

The fact that the training was broadly successful is in keeping with simi-
lar research reported elsewhere (e.g., Basowitz, 1955; Walk, 1948; Epstein &
Fenz, 1966). Leaving aside the ankle casualty, their failure rate was 0, and
despite their estimate of the dangerousness of parachuting, most of the trainees
experienced only a modest amount of fear during the most dangerous jump. Before
starting parachute training, their self-efficacy ratings were modest, but as
observed in the comparable study of bomb-disposal operators, the ratings of
self-efficacy showed a very large and significant increase on the completion
of the specialised training course. The average self-efficacy rating prior to
the course was 41% but rose to 80% on completion of the course. To this extent
at least, the training course was highly successful.

On Bandura's (1977) theory of self-efficacy, one would anticipate a high
correlation between pre-course ratings of self-efficacy and successful per-
formance (including low levels of fear). The correlations between the pre-
course self-ratings and experienced fear were all substantial and negative,
as predicted. That is to say, trainees who expressed high self-efficacy rat-
ings experienced relatively little fear even during the most dangerous jumps.
Less favourable for the theory, however, were the correlations between self-
efficacy ratings and jumping performance. Although the correlations between
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pre-course self-efficacy ratings and performance were all positive, the
levels were not high and none of them reached significance. If the post-
training course ratings of self-efficacy are taken as a measure of the likely
parachuting performance of these soldiers, and on Bandura's evidence and the
present evidence this is reasonable, this group of parachute soldiers will
perform their jumping duties satisfactorily. At the end of the course, most
of the soldiers placed their self-efficacy ratings in the range of 70% to
80%; only one soldier rated his self-efficacy below 50% at the completion of
the training course.

Given the validity of Bandura's theory, the substantial self-efficacy
ratings observed after training for bomb-disposal duties, or as in the present
case for parachute jumping, would indicate that the training programmes are
highly successful in achieving their aims.

The information drawn from the trainees' self-ratings of their health
and alertness is interesting and of potential value. As in the bomb-disposal
research (e.g., see Hallam & Rachman, 1980), an association was found between
low complaint scores and fearlessness. Those soldiers who reported little or
no bodily or mental complaints had a significantly lower self-reported fear
score for the most dangerous jump. This measure of relative fearlessness is
in keeping with our earlier finding that decorated bomb-disposal operators
had a significantly lower number of complaints on this scale of physical and
mental health. Interesting too is the fact that despite the higher number of
complaints, and the significantly greater amount of self-reported fear, the
adequacy of their jumping performances of the high H-scores did not differ
from those of the low complainers who had relatively little fear. Once again,
we find a slight disassociation between self-reported fear and competent
performance.

It has been argued (Rachman, 1978) that the definition of courage should
be confined to those who persist in carrying out a stressful or dangerous task
despite experienced fear. The data gathered on the trainee parachutists shows
that the high complainers not only experienced more fear during the most danger-
ous jumps, but they also experienced a larger number of bodily physical reac-
tions. Their scores on the Sensation Perception Questionnaire were on the high
side and significantly greater than those reported by the noncomplainers. Once
again, it is worth remarking that despite their reports of subjective fear and
the experience of a large number of physical reactions during the jump, their
performance was no different from those of the low complainers. This provides
justification for regarding them as having performed courageously.

As far as the noncomplainers are concerned (i.e., those with low complaint
scores on the health scale), they seem to fit best into the description of
fearlessness in that their performance was competent but not accompanied by
notable amounts of subjective fear or adverse physical reactions. This part
of the results appears to be accommodated comfortably within the distinction
between courageous performance and fearless performance set out in 1978. It
is also interesting to notice that the high and low complainers did not differ
in their ratings of self-efficacy, either before training or after training.
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The physical reactions during the most dangerous jump reported by the
trainees are similar to the physical reactions reported by the 16 bomb-disposal
operators described earlier. The seven most common physical reactions reported
by the trainee parachutists and the bomb-disposal operators include the fol-
lowing: sweating, pounding heart, urge to urinate, hot face, stomach sensa-
tions, trembling, dry mouth. Although there is close agreement on these physi-
cal reactions, more of the bomb-disposal operators reported sensations of deep
and heavy breathing than did the trainee parachutists. Only 14% of these
trainees reported shallow rapid breathing. As shown in Table 27, the type and
pattern of physical reactions described by the trainee parachutists and bomb-
disposal operators also bears a strong resemblance to the reactions reported
by the infantry troops in combat divisions in the Pacific theatre during the
Second World War '7anis, 1951). Here too, pounding of the heart, sinking
feeling in the stomach, trembling, sweating, and so on were prominent.

Table 27

Bodily Reactions Reported Under Stress/Danger
(In descending order of frequency)

Veteran Infantrymen Bomb-Disposal Operators Combat Fliers, Europe
Pacific 1944 (Janis) Northern Ireland, 1981 1944 (Schaffer)

1. Pounding heart 1. Pounding heart 1. Pounding heart
2. Sinking stomach 2. Heavy breathing 2. Tense muscles
3. Trembling 3. Dry mouth 3. Irritability
4. Sick stomach 4. Trembling 4. Dry mouth
5. Cold sweat 5. Sweating 5. Cold sweat
6. Feel weak or faint 6. Urge to urinate 6. Stomach unease

In some measure of contrast, Schaffer (1949) reported that combat fliers
in the Second World War reported most frequently having a pounding heart,
muscle tenseness, and irritability. Although they also reported dryness of
the mouth, sweating, and so on, the inclusion of muscular tenseness and ir-
ritability was not reported by the trainee parachutists, none of whom reported
tenseness in the muscles (they were not asked to rate irritability). One might
have expected that the bomb-disposal operators, who like the fliers are required
to spend long periods of time in dealing with their dangerous tasks, might com-
plain of muscular tension, but this was not the case. Presumably, then, the
aviators' muscular tenseness resulted from working in confined cramped condi-
tions. With the slight exception of the combat fliers, the military groups
(parachute soldiers, bomb-disposal operators, infantrymen) showed similar
patterns of physical reaction when performing under dangerous conditions. The
most prominent signs are sweating, racing heart, hot face, dry mouth, trembling,
stomach sensations, and urge to urinate.
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The results of this study add some new information that might help clarify
the question of the degree of generality of fearless performance. Low scores
on the bodily reactions scale (SPQ) correlated with low scores on the Fear
Survey Schedule, which measures the range of fears; hence there appears to be
some degree of generality of fearlessness across systems and situations. The
trainees who reported having relatively few fears also reported having few
physical reactions during the most dangerous jump sequence. At the other ex-
treme, those trainee parachutists who reported a large number of bodily reac-
tions during the most dangerous jump, had also reported (prior to the training
course) that they had a wider range of (unrelated) fears than did the people
uno had low scores on the SPQ (few bodily reactions).

Another piece of evidence pointing in the direction of the generality
of fearless performance comes from the positive correlation between pre-course
reports of how many fears the person was aware of (Fear Survey scores) and
self-reported fear after completion of the most dangerous jump in the train-
ing programme. In other words, those trainees who stated before the course
began that a relatively large number of stimuli might frighten them, reported
higher levels of fear during the most dangerous jump than did those trainees
who endorsed a small number of items on the Fear Survey ScIedule. It appears,
therefore, that there is a link between the range of fears which the person
acknowledges, the amount of fear experienced during the execution of a danger-
ous jumping task, and the amount of adverse physical reactions experienced
during the completion of a dangerous task. Although none of the measures is
an ideal index of the three systems which are said to comprise fear (be-
havioural, cognitive, and physiological), the results suggest that in this
group of trainees there was a reasonably high concordance between the three
systems. The only evidence of possible discordance is that, despite higher
levels of self-reported fear, and the experience of more bodily reactions,
the group of trainees with elevated scores did not rate their jumping per-
formance as being inferior. Subject to confirmation by an external observer,
this discordance between jump performance and self-reported fear provides the
basis for a keen distinction between fearless and courageous performance.

Conclusions

The main conclusions can be stated in the form of answers to the questions
posed in the introduction. Specialised training did increase self-efficacy
scores. The pattern and extent of the increase resemble those observed after
training for bomb-disposal duties (among RAOC personnel). As predicted from
Bandura's theory, negative correlations between fear and self-efficacy were
obtained. Evidence of some generality of fearfulness (and of fearlessness)
was obtaiAied, and a basis for identifying fearless and courageous performers
was discerned.

PART SIX: LABORATORY STRESS EXPERIMENT

The aim of the e:cperiment was to find out if decorated bomb-disposal
operators perform differently from nondecorated but competent operators when
subjected to stress under controlled conditions. The retrospective analysis
of the psychometric, psychiatric, and field training performance measures of
a group of military bomb-disposal operators, described in part two of this
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report, produced an unexpected result. All of the operators had performed
competently while on active duty, and this may have precluded the emergence
of even more distinctive features of courage. Be that as it may, a small
number of soldiers who had received decorations for gallantry rated their
health, mental and physical, more favourably on psychometric tests of psycho-
pathology than did their colleagues in the same unit. These psychometric tests
were completed well before the acts of gallantry took place, and the decorated
soldiers obtained even ahealthier" scores than their colleagues who were them-
selves well above the norms for a nonmilitary sample. The suggestive hint of
the existence of a distinctive group of courageous actors provided the impetus
for a prospective experiment.

It was decided to carry out an experimental analysis of the performance
under stress of a selected group of bomb-disposal operators who had received
decorations for gallantry. We were particularly interested to find out how
these operators would react psychophysiologically when given a stressful task,
and to discover whether their reactions to stress were in any way different
from those of other bomb-disposal operators. Their subjective and psycho-
physiological reactions under stress were therefore compared to those shown
by a group of highly competent operators from the same unit who had not however
received decorations for gallantry. This comparison, between the decorated and
the nondecorated operators, is the core of study, but we also took the oppor-
tunity of testing a small number of recently trained soldiers and some civilians.

The subjective and psychophysiological reactions of a group of decorated
bomb-disposal operators were measured during a conflict test. Compared to a
group of equally experienced and successful but nondecorated bomb-disposal
operators, the decorated subjects maintained a lower cardiac rate when making
difficult discriminations under threat of shock. There were no differences
between the groups on subjective reactivity.

It remains to be determined whether the physiological pattern identified
in this study is attributable to military training or to constitutional fac-
tors, or both. Bearing in mind the differences between the decorated and non-
decorated operators, it is difficult to defend the argument that the physio-
logical pattern is the result solely of military training. However, the non-
decorated operators (and the recently trained young soldiers) showed less
cardiac acceleration than the civilians, and this may point to the contribu-
tion of (military) training for coping with stress. As in our psychometric
study of the distinction between courageous actors and courageous acts, we
seem to require a bifactorial explanation. The decorated and nondecorated
operators have a great deal in common (stability of mood, professional com-
petence, etc.) but some slight differences can be found.

The differences between the soldiers and the civilians, if confirmed in
a full replication, would point to the influence of military training and/or
military selection. Without denying the value of selection, it should be said
that in the various related but unpublished projects carried out on these bomb-
disposal operators, we have repeatedly come across evidence of the substantial
contribution made by military training as such. It remains to be shown however
that such training contributes to a generalised resistance to stress.
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As far as the question of courageous actors is concerned, we now have some
evidence, drawn from two totally different investigations, to support the iden-
tification of a group of people who appear to react differently when placed in
an exper.Fental stress situation, and who obtain some different scores on self-
report psychometric tests in which they indicate an optimal level of functioning.

The main theoretical and practical implications of our findings, apparently
identifying a distinctive pattern of cardiac reactivity in a group of competent
people who have received decorations for gallantry, are self-evident. Their
potential significance for selecting and training people to carry out dangerous/
difficult tasks under stress is wide-ranging, and for this reason, a replica-
tion study is being planned. (A full technical account of this experiment is
in press with the British Journal of Psychology.)

PART SEVEN: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the research are consistent with the psychological analysis
of fear set forward in Fear and Courage (Rachman, 1978). Many of the operators,
who have to carry out skilled tasks under dangerous conditions, experienced
some subjective fear and associated physical reactions including sweating,
pounding heart, etc. Their ability to persist and to perform competently,
despite such fear, meets the definition of courage. Additionally, some opera-
tors reported little or no fear, and their performances fall into the class of
fearless behaviour. With adequate training and after the successful execution
of dangerous missions, fears tend to decrease, and we see the predicted transi-
tion from courageous performance to fearless performance. The main determinants
of courageous behaviour include effective training, perceived competence, and
high group morale and cohesion. Adequate training and skills reduce one's
estimate of danger and increase self-confidence. Training experiences facili-
tate the transition from courage to fearlessness. In addition to these deter-
minants of courageous or fearless acts, we now have some slight evidence of
the existence of a small group of people who are unusually competent and calm,
and who may be particularly well suited for carrying out hazardous tasks.

The main conclusions include the following:

1. The bomb-disposal operators have a very high success rate.

2. Failures during an operational tour are rare.

3. Given the success of the training provided and the effective selection
process (albeit based on negative, excluding criteria), virtually all
qualified ordnance officers and NCOs appear to be capable of carrying
out their skilled tasks in dangerous conditions. The ability to perform
bomb-disposal duties is not confined to a small group of exceptional
soldiers.

4. Many operators experience some fear, but virtually all of them neverthe-
less perform well.

5. The overall success rate vindicates the (negative) selection process and
the specialised training.
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6. A large minority of operators experience little or no subjective fear
before, during, or after carrying out their duties.

7. No predictors of poor performance were established.

8. Operators who received decorations for gallantry obtained exceptionally
low scores on the hypochondriasis scale--they reported virtually no men-
tal or physical problems.

9. Equally competent, but nondecorated, operators also obtained scores below
civilian norms, but not as low as their decorated colleagues.

10. Decorated operators showed less physiological responsiveness under labora-
tory stress than did other operators, who in turn showed less responsive-

ness than did civilians.

11. The difference between decorated and nondecorated operators in physiologi-
cal responsiveness under stress was not accompanied by differences in

subjective reactions to stress.

12. The psychometric tests and psychiatric screening interviews did not pre-
dict success or failure under combat conditions.

13. The specialised training course was followed by a steep increase in self-
estimated skill and in willingness to serve under combat conditions.

14. Broadly, the results of the training course support the view that soldiers
can be trained to perform courageously and/or in other cases, fearlessly.

15. Under combat conditions, self-estimated kxll increased to a very high
level by mid-tour and remained high post-tour.

16. With some exceptions, operators were well satisfied with their performance
of bomb-disposal duties, as reported weekly during the tour.

17. The most frequently reported problem was the lack of opportunity for
exercise/sport, followed by excessive paper work and difficulties with
superiors.

18. During the tour, levels of confidence were high and usually stable, es-

pecially among the experienced operators.

19. Mood states were mostly calm and stable, but a few notable exceptions
were observed.

20. Experienced operators were better able than novices to "switch off" when
not on operational duty.

21. At the end of the tour, most operators expressed satisfaction with their
overall performance, and a majority felt that they had benefited from the
experience (more mature, better soldier, etc.). However, there was se-
lective forgetting of earlier reports of subjective fear.
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22. A small majority reported that they had made at least one major error

during their tour.

23. The most frequently reported weakness was a tendency to cut corners.

24. Nearly two-thirds of the fullest sample of operators reported significant
fear at some stage of their combat tour--one in three reported that they
never experienced significant combat fear.

25, Significant fear was reported early in the tour (first 3 weeks) more
often than late.

26. Diffuse fear was reported by one in four operators toward the end of the
tour.

27. Fear was not related to the sheer number of exposures to danger.

28. Operators who reported most fear had higher ratings of unhappiness on

the self-reported mood scales.

29. Ratings of competence increased markedly after the successful completion
of the first one or two disposal tasks.

30. Physical reactions (such as sweating, trembling) were reported to have

been experienced commonly during operations.

31. The pattern of these reactions resembles that reported by paratroop

trainees and by other military samples in varying combat conditions.

32. The mid-tour rest was appreciated, but not preceded or followed by any

notable changes in performance or confidence.

33. Paratroop trainees reported steep increases in self-confidence after

training; the pattern was comparable to that seen among the operators.

34. Among the paratroop trainees there was a egative association between
fear (during jumping) and confidence; however, this fear was not related
to trainees' estimates of the dangerousness of jumping.

35. Paratroop trainees who scored high on the hypochondriasis scale eported
greater fear during jumps than did trainees who scored low on the scale.

36. All the trainees completed the parachuting course successfully--even
those who gave high fear reports.

37. Trainees who reported most physical reactions during jumping also gave
high subjective fear reports and disclosed a wider range of general

fears prior to training.

38. As in the case of the bomb-disposal operators, performance of a dangerous
task was generally successful.
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39. The specialised training appears to have made an important contribution
to skill and confidence in parachuting. Confidence, in turn, is re-
lated negatively to subjective fear during the commission of the task.

40. To some extent, fear and fearlessness are general traits.
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APPENDIX A
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Part It. The Pathology Supple~ment

Low. tan saw. moth si... Sae

to hoppi. mladl ueAtb wlt5. do.* a.. 0.4 She-& evrgmoomW -fib bodl Im atlna., health,
01 fit helh fishmsof or diabhilities

LOW HYPOCHONDRIASIS HIGH HYPOCHONO0RIAS

of is.AsaDed sk"e Ill. aid aeeeodlait, Is dsilgeaead jobh Illa. baA.,, th~ a ofacts,
0-2 how so dealub 4gb.. a5 sealU.4..a.tlea

ZESTFULNESS SUICIDAL DISGUST

* Avod* d. e.. md edwrows made, Beb .a meis 90#101 t~d ak ad..abs. Sri.,
D3 ishiae. boalte sluel~d law asomu saw AlIs

LOW BROODING DISCONTEJT HIGH BROOING DISCONTENT

Is sain Iamorlaaay. eualla. Shoot Hog dletuhiag daa.. Is e1,mse to boliung
D4 90-u04101.ga Poland *dog. oaa*e oasll, *pact

LOW AIIXIOUS DEPRESSION HIGH AN4XIOUS DEPRESSION

She. .. dhooiaem to -. ,* I.ema.e No@ feelings 65 .eula..e. inevio, leeks snowg
DS Via"& samadly to cope

NIGH ENERGY EFUPHORIA LOW ENERGY DEPRESSION

fibase weabied by gpoll# IAllogs H. ga lopNslongv of pli. bli.... himself her a-wo8 bias
ao s meete.. .6we to flf sedans I" sees smang. Is ertical of bhimself
LOW GUILT AND RESENTMENT HIGH GUILT AMC RESENTMENT

In alamed. consid.eat. sabeadvi -lab Avoida contact and il~ylomat wli people, seek&
OppealaIsoleao. shows discmfort V4th people

LOW O D PRSINHIGH BoniED DEPRESSION

I. lowaN.0, nor bhereo~d by toolacy at s.11.,.. ha is bolas paeoselocAd poisoned. com.
Pa a0" . I railed. splae n, "Istrmed

LOW PARAJIOIA HIGH PARANOIA

Avoida o~appeasn to illegaset or Noe footqlaoor otlewdo toa-ods a.0 or eth.-$* Sl.
Pit braking 0*10., $saehI.. etal bebewia., Is eec heath7 , witilsI, biocmase

LOW PSYCHOPATHIC DEVIATION HIGH PSYCHOPATHIC DEVIATION

"onbalistic appeolela af himself mod News. voices or eas without apparae go....

So .. .. ailov. %*eoia hiaan d sae.a atlaw hlinma, eMtftoo Imoa ,aoiii. bo aa se..
of ragrasealva Iehof trolled wind sadda. Ila*#n..
LOW SCHIZOPHRENIA HIGH SCHIZOPHRENIA

togo .. e&*#".. by a..eieme theughti Goa Sulf.t. Insistent. #epaetiv Ideas and Impala's
As Idea. or amorpolsivs, babits to paulemi tottel" gas

LOW PSYCNASTHENIA NIGH PSYCHASTHENIA

Casald... bhimself as fe. depaedabl. and H.. IaI0a.18o Inofor.ity and aswildwes..
Pa come, 0ast slow* admm lA, lose hi b ond easly

LOW GENERAL PSYCHOSIS HIGH GENERAL PSYCHOSIS

frame Mob aBoom mom aba d..adpem a. he .

~-EC~z~ ALREAWm.IWT ja
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

PLLAE U W.A." T YtOUR MOD HAS d LI u M OVE T pAST

FLLeU one of the alternatives for each adjective " folleve,

E) T no - defintely all he oddfntl ecie ow you have e

• been' feelin)

V,? ra - ell slightly (the word appl.ies only slig4htly to you feelings
evez the Past 'Weak).

vv v m canot decide (Yom canot deciLde whether t;he wor descri'bes
~~how yo have been feelin)

W v ? definitely do not feel (this Word definitely does not descr.be
how you have been feeling)-

I,,E v.,L v ? no MIEAPPY TV ? no

ACI w • no J MY TV 1 ? no

? v no !Th= TV v 2 no

Vv~ vv T n o 79=M~ T7 v 7 no

= = U P TV v ? no 5TnL TV • ? no

TVA T w v ? no ST13M UP v v ? no

C2v0 VW ? no - 2= TV v ? no

LIT= TV , ? no WC"Y wT v ? no

F=,L OPP' v. v ? no AN= TV V ? no

Please do not leave cut any oa the adjectives.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

Capsule Descriptions of the Sixteen Primary Personality Factors
(mote technical titles are in parentheses)

Lmw Seor* DirectionFCORA. Hirk Score DiretinDi,€ FACTOR A. (1)h

Reserved, Detached, Critical, Cool vs. Outgoing, Warmhearted, Easy-going,(sisothymia. previously S5cboth a)* 'Participating
(Affectothymls, preiously Cyclothymia)"

The person who scores lqw (ste; of The person who scores high (sten of 8
1 to 3) on Factor A tends' to -be stiff, to 10) on Factor A tends to be goodna-
cool, skeptical, and aloof. He likes tured, easy-going, emotionally expressive
things rather than people, working (hence naturally Affectothymia), ready
alone, and avoiding compromises of to cooperate, attentive to people, soft.
viewpoints. He Is likely to be precise and hearted, kindly, adaptable. He likes
"rid" In his way of doing things and occupations dealing with people and so-
in personal standards, and in many oc- cially-impressive situations. He readily
cupations these are desirable traits. He forms active groups. He is generous In
may tend, at times, to be critical, oh- personal relations, less afraid of criti-
structive, or hard. cism, better able to remember names of

people.
*Zecause of It eacelent confirmation of the Bleuler and Krotchmer schizothymls-cyclothymla
dimension, Factor A has been so named since its discovery some twenty years ago. Unfortunately,
the less-4nformed general public has insisted on the dramatic association with the schizophrenic
abnormality rather than the normal dry, withdrawn temperament. Worse, the literal translation as
'spit personality" has led to the erroneous association of a schizothyme with multiple personality-
a disorder phaps nwre likely to be found at the opposite end of the sale!

Aurdlnily, it seems best henceforth to refer to the A dimension as Svothymi (silza.
.AW.mT.) v& Af et rL. "S " stes ses the emotional detachment, dryness, or flatnem of
A- (aim from asdrer as in the root for painter's eir. used to make colors "He , ").
At the same time, It would Improve the A +- reference to call It Afflctodkhywi, emphasizing
the affective rather than the yclical aspect. sice easy emotional expansiveness and contact are
mee central than mood swings. Association& with the abnormal projection, as In affective pay-
chos, may be present but have not been proved. The clearer distinction by sound of Sizothvmic
and AIIeteIhynde should alo mist oral discussion.

FACTOR B (z)
Less inelligent, Concrete-thinking us. More Intelligent, Abstract-thinking,

(Lowr sebol-stie mental capacity) Bright
(Highr scholastic mtal capacity)

The person scoring low on Factor B The person who scores high on Factor
tends to be slow to learn and grasp, dull, B tends to be quick to grasp ideas, a fast
given to concrete and literal interpreta- learner, intelligent. There is some corre-
tion. His dullness may be simply a lation with level of culture, and some
reflection of low Intelligence, or. it may with alertness. High scores contraindi-
represent poor functioning due to pay- cate deterioration of mental functions in
chopathology. pathological conditions.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

FACTOR C (3)

Affected By Feelings, Emotionally Less us. Emotionally Stable. Faces Reality,
Stable. Easily Upset Calm, bMature

(Lower ego strength) (*I1ghtr eno strength)

The person who scores low on Factor The person who scores hirh on Factor
C tends to be low in frustration tolerance C tends to be emotionally mature, stable,
fir unsatisfactory Conditions, changeable realistic about life, unruffled, possessing
and plastic, evading necessary reality ego strength, better able to maintain solid
demands, neurotically fatigued, fretful. group morale. Sometimes he may be a
easily emotional and annoyed, active person making a resigned adjustment' to
In dissatisfaction, having neurotic symp- unsolved. emotional problems.
tom~s (phobias,, sleep disturbances, psy-
chosomatic complaints. etc.). Low -Factor *Shrewd clinical observers have pointed out th~at

scor iscommn t almst ll frmsof a good C level sometimes*enables a person to
C scre i comon o amostallform of achieve effective adjustment despite an under-

*neurotic and some psychotic disorders3. lynz psychotic potential.

FACTORB E 4.)

Hwmble, Mild, Accommodating, *us. Assertiv~e, Independent, Aggressive,
Conformins Stubborn

(Submissiveness) (Dominance)

The person who scores low on Factor The person who scores high on Factor
E tends to give way to others, to be doc- E Is assertive, self-assured, and hide-.
ft, ad to conform. He Is often depend- pendent-minded. He tends to be austere,
ent, confessing, anxious for obsessional a law to himself, hostile or extrapunitive,
correctness. This 'passivity is part of authoritarian (managing others), and.
miny neurotic syndromes. disregards authority.

FACTOR F

*SberPrudent, Serious, Taciturn us. Happy-go-lucky, Impulsively Lively,
~(Degee' Gay, EnthusiasticI

The persan.3who scores low on Factor F The person who scores high on this
tends tobe restrained, reticent, Introspec- trait tends to be cheerful, active, talka-
tive. He-is sometimes dour, pissimlstic, tive, frank, expressive, effervescent care-
iuduly deliberate, and considered smug free. He is frequently chosen as an
and primly, correct by observers. He elected leader. He may be impulsive and
tends to be a sober. dependable person. mercurial.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

FACTOR G (G)
Expedient, Evades Rules, Feels vs. Conscientious, Persevering, Staid, Rule-

Few Obligations bound
(Weoaer supereo strength) (Stronger superego strength)

The person who scores low on Factor The person who scores high on Factor
G tends to be unsteady in purpose. He is G tends to be exacting In character, doam-
often casual and lacking in effort for inated by sense of duty, persevering,
group \iundertakins and cultural de- responsible, planful. "fills the unforgiv-
mands. His freedom from group influ- Ing minute." He Is usually conscientious
ence may lead to anti-social acts, but at and moralistic, and he prefers hard-work-
times makes him more effective, while his ing people to witty companions. The
refusal to be bound by rules causes him inner "categorical imperative" of this
to have less somatic upset from stress. essential superego (in the psychoanalytic

sense) should be distinguished from the
superficially similar "social Ideal self".
of Q.+.

FACTOR H (7)
Shy, Restr'ated; Diffident, Timid us. Venturesome, Socially-bold, Uninhibit-

(Tlazctla) ed, Spontaneous
• (Patrols)

The person who scores low on this trait The person who scores high on Factor
tends to be shy, withdrawing, cautious, H is sociable, bold, ready to try new .
retiring. a "wallflower." He uually bas things, spontaneou;s, and abundant in

brioriy feelings. He tends to be slow emotional response. • His "thick-skinned-
and impeded in speech and in expressing nes" enables him to face wear and tear
himself, dislikes occupations.with person- Jn dealing with people and grueling emo-
al contacts, prefwrs one or two close tional situations, without fatigue. How-

friends to large groups, and Is not given ever, he can be careless of detail, Ignore
to keeping in contact with all that is danger signals, and consume much time
going on around him. talking. He tends to be "pushy" and

actively interested iM the opposite sex.

FACTORI (8)
Touih-minded, Self-reliant, Realistic, us. Tender-minded, Dependent, Over-

No-nonsense protected, Sensitive
(Zarra) .(Premsl)

The person who scores low on Factor I The person who scores high on Factor
tends to be practical, realistic, masculine, I tends to be tender-minded, day-dream-
fnidependent, responsible, but skeptical. of Ing, artistic, fastidious, feminine. He is
subjective, cultural elaborations. He is sometimes demanding of attention and
sometimes unmoved, hard, cynical, smug. help, impatient, dependent, impractical.
He tends to keep a group operating on He dislikes crude people and rough occu-
a practical and realistic "no-nonsense" pations. He tends to slow up group
basis. - performance, and to upset group morale

by unrealistic fussiness.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

FACTOR L (1)

Trusting, Adaptable. Free of Jealousy, vs. ouspicios, Self-opinionated, -Hard to
Easy to Get on With Fool

(Alaxia) (Protension)

The per-on who scores low on Factor L The person who scores high on Factor
tend.6 to be free of jealous tendencies, L tends to be mistrusting and doubtrul.
adaptable. cheerful, un-competitive, con- He is often Inyolved in his own ego, is
cerned about other people, a good team self-opinionated, and interested in inter-
worker. nal, mental life. He is usually deliberate

in his actions, unconcerned about other
people. a p6or team member.

K.1L This factor is xst necesmaily paramola. In fact, the data on paranoid schizophrenics are
oL clear as to typical Factor L value to be expected..

FACTORM )'

Practical, Careful, Conventional, Regu- us. Imaginative, Wrapped up in Inner Ur-
lated by External Realitis, Proper gencies, Careless of Practical Matters,

(Praxernia) .. Bohemian
(Autia)

The person who scores low on Factor The person who scores high on Factor
H tends to be anxious to do the right M tends to be unconventional, uncon-
things, attentive to practical matters, and cerned over everyday matters, Bohemi-
subject to the dictation of what is obvi- an, self-motivated, Imaginatively-creative,
ously possible. He Is concerned over concerned with "essentials," and oblivious
detail, able to keep his head In emergen- of particular people and physical reall-
cies, but sometimes unimaginative, ties.. His inner-directed Interests some-

times lead to unrealistic situations ac-
companled by expressive outbursts.. His
individuality tends to cause him to be
rejected in group acti-ities.

FACTOR N )0'
Forthright, Natural, Artless, us. Shrewd, Calculating, Worldly,

Sentimental Penetrating
(Artlmmass) (Shrawdness)

The person who scores low on Factor The person who scores high on Factor
N tends to be unsophisticated, sentimen- N tends to be polished, experienced,
tal, and simple. He is sometimes crude worldly, shrewd. He Is often hardhead-
and awkward, but easily pleased and ed and analytical. He has an Intellect-
content with what comes, and Is natural ual. unsentimental approach to situa-
and spontaneous, tions, an approach akin to cynicism.
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FACTOR 0 (2
Placid. Self-assured. Confident, Serene 's. Apprehensive, WV6rrying. Depressive,

(Untroubled adequacy) Troubled
(Guilt proneness)

The person who scores low on Factor The person who scores high on Factor

0 tends to be placid, with unshakable 0 tends to be depressed, moody, a wor-

nerve. HBe has a mature, unanxious con- rier, full of foreboding, and brooding.

fidence in himself and his capacity to He has a childlike tendency to anxiety

deal with things. He is resilient and in difficulties. He does not feel accepted

secure, but to the point of being insensi- in" groups or free to participate. High

tive of when a group s not going along Factor 0 score is very common in clini-

with him, so that he may evoke anti- cal groups of all types (see flandbook).

pathies and distrust.

FACTOR (,
Conservative, Respecting Established us. Experimenting, Critical, Liberal,

Ideas, Tolerant of Traditional Analytical, Free-thinking
Difficulties (Radicalism)
(Conservatism)

The person who scores low -on Factor The person who scores high on Factor

Q, I- confident in what he has been Q, tends to be intereited in intellectual
taught to believe, and accept% the "tried matters and has doubts on fundamental

and true," despite inconsistencies, when issues. He is skeptical and inquiring re-

something else might be better. He is garding Ideas, either old or new. He

cautious and compromising in regard to tends to be more well informed, less

new ideas. Thus, he tends to oppose and inclined to moralize, more inclined to

postpone change, is inclined to go along experiment in life generally, and more

with tradition, is more conservative in tolerant of inconvenience and change.

religion and politics, and tends not to be
interested in analytical "intellectual"
thought

FACTOR Q2 (I )
Group-dependent, A "Joiner" and us. Self-sufficient, Prefers Own Decisions,

Sound Follower Resourceful
(Gkoup adhaence) (Self-suficiency)

The persoft who scores low on Factor The person who scores high on Factor

Q. prefers to work and make decisions Q, is temperamentally independent. ac-

with other people, likes and depends on customed to going his own way, making

-social approval and admiration. He decisions and taking action on his own.

tends to go along with the group and may He discounts public opinion. but is not

be lacking in individual resolution. He necessarily dominant in his relations with

is not necessarily gregarious by choice; others (see Factor E). He does not dis-

rather he needs group support. Ike people but simply does not need
their agreement or support.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

FACTOR Q3 (
ZUndisciplined Self-conflict, Careless us. Controlled; Socially-precise, Following

of Protocol, Follows Own Urges Self-image
(Low lntelgrtlon) (High self-concept control)

The person who scores low on Factor The person who scores higir on Factor
Q will not be bothered with will control Q, tends to have strong control of his
and regard for social demands. He is emotions and general behavior, is inclined
not overly considerate, careful, or pains- to be socially aware and careful, and
taking. He may feel maladjusted, and evidences what is commonly termed
many maladjustments (especially the "self-respect" and regard for social repu-
affective, but not the paranoid) show tation. He sometimes tends, however,
Qi-. to be obstinate. Effective leaders, and

some paranoids, are high on Q,.
FACTOR Q41 (I) %

Relaxed, Tranquil, Torpid, us. Tense, Frustr-ted, Driven, Overwrought
Unfrustrated (High ergic tension)

(Lw eri tension)
The person Who scores low on Factor. The person who scores high on Factor

Q, tends to be sedate, relaxed, composed, Q, tends to be tense, excitable, restless,
and satisfied (not frustrated). In some fretful, impatient. He is often fatigued,
situations, his oversatisfaction can lead but unable to remain inactive. In groups
to laziness and low performance, in the he takes a poor view of the degree of
sense that low motivatin produces little unity, orderliness, and leadership. His
trial and error. Conversely, high tension frustration represents an excess of stim-
level may disrupt school and work per- ulated, but undischarged, drive.
formance.
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APPENDIX B

SKILL AND WILLINGNESS SCALES

The Seven M.D situations for rating:

1. Suspicious parcel in A post-office

2. Suspected land-mine in a culvert beneath

a country road

3. Suspected car bomb in an urban area

Ii. Suspected bomb in a petrol tanker in an

urban area.

5. Suspected bomb in a derelict home in

Falls Road

6. Suspect aillk-churn in country lane

7. S#spected bomb on fifth floor of building

Skill Scale

0 .... No skills or knowledge for dealine with this situation

10 -

20 - Some degree of skills and knowledge but definitely

not adequate for dealing with this situation successfully

30 -_

0 -- Fair degree of skills and knowledge but not adequate for

dealing with this situation

50-

60 - Skills and knowledge are Just about adequate

70-

80 - Skills and knowledge are adequate

90-

100 -- Skills and knowledge are adequate for dealing with this

situation in the best gossible manner
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

Willinrn*ss Scale

0 Would not accept

10 --

20 Would accept with extreme reluctance

40 Would accept with a moderate degree of reluctance

50

60 Would accept with slght reluctance

70

80 Would accept without reluctance

90

100 Would accept and look forward to operation
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APPENDIX C

HYPOCHONDRIASIS SCALE (CATTELL CAQ)

Positive Scoring Items

19. Sometimes I feel that my nerves are going to pieces
(true/uncertain/false)

20. I can't k ep up with daily activities because I don't feel veil
(true/uncertain/false)

37. Nvery few days my stomach fools bloated and uncomfortable
(Ye , definitely/a little/no, not at all)

38. I feel weak and ill
(most of the time/sornetimes/practically never)

56. I feel my'health is rundowr and I should see a doctor soon
(true/uncertain/false)

73. Much of the time X feel sluggish and too weary to movo
(true/partly true/false)

Negative Scoring Items

.1. My mind works quickly and well these days
(yes, nearly alvays/sometimes/hardly ever)

2. I feel fit and happy
(most of the time/sometimes/very rarely)

55. I hardly ever feel unwell and 'out of sorts'
(true, I hardly ever feel out of sorts/in between/false, I
often feel that way)

91. I almost never feel that life is a burden
(true/in between/false)

109. I don't often have trouble in swallowing my food
(true/in betveen/false, I can sometimes scarcely eat)

127. 1 don't feel I'm any worse or have more bad health than
anybody else
(true., I don't feel. this vay/uncertain/false)

i1
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APPENDIX D

WEEKJLY DIARY

Code No. Date_ ___, Week No.

Activi.ty level :to- this weeki (number of call you persoaLly dealt with)
Gennine_. KO s Flse als an&sI& Other k e.veosios etc.)

bob Of the feloving adectives describe diffeent oeds. feeLings,. and states of
aind. Ples.e i,.,icate how yoa oul describe yor feeligs eve the sput week when
Wa working o8 a suspected =, and (b) when 04 cll, by encircling one of the
alter-atiove aginst ech adjective. You may check off opposite feelngs (eg. slee y
and active) 1- both describe how you have *een feeolig in these sit.ations at differ.
times.

-a ds tnte1 felt th.s Ta (the rom definitely describes how
you have bee feeling)

T a felt Slightly (the Iod appls on1y %lightly to yur feelings)
? .. ca.not decide (you ca..=2t decide whether the word. describes

how you have been feeli-.)

na -?defintely did. cot feel this vs:y (thLs ord. defioiLely does
not describe how you have been feeling)

(1) I= a t (XEm: LS T= I Cm,,".Mlz ,..,m AM = . J-.  m)

T-,q7 r Tr ?~ no M 3 VT PLL ? ~ a

AE-3 Tr 7" ? rA 77 71 ? no

TV T ? no -ZAP? T T ? n
Tr' 1 7 ? o rt Tr r ? no
VT " ? no q= V ? no

AT'.J TVT 1 ? n " :2" p VT ? no

GR = TrT ? VT v ? n

VY. ? no Mc= TT ? no

IT= ID UL 7 7 ?n Tv ? no

mrT xr ?p-s- To 2 D T= A'"s nT ' ? no Vx& TT ' ? no

ACE= TV T ? soZZ J== ? no

TOWN V 7 no ?c! T no

TUL~P ?7 7 no TV V ? to

?-WAR W. 7 no TV V ? no

ET V ? no SmM= U Tr T ? noIT ? 7 o 7M-VUS 77 T ? no

JI T TVT ? 7 no ZVT T ? no

]L CrM V T ? no A= TV ? n
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APPENDIX D (Continued)

This weekc :W oant±enece in m7 perfoaznce an the followeitsms sho'aed:
A Weinit* A 321&t so Mange A Sligbi definite

7I.dblt plnnn of do doe______ _____ _____

IMemal IS?
jV@Zkin( with 3p sOg ____

~±n.ql04oallTca=t
infommatlon pec.ided______ ______

Ability to use resents handling

StarLng alert. and WISLIt At
lmestind Imurae for baste
Obtalning WOMftio ab=+t ='
US. of protective olothLMn

U* of hiok and Line
Imistn4 tendency to a"t too

Avpmacbn IM after soak tfte
leif-1g civiliasm at $come of

20eUiSn tendency to act too
slowly ____________

Ife of I=eu. m

(.)aSlight concm, a definitely c=onwzued. (Check only'the mablems that concot

you)

flnsG. affecting wie/childrim/pgrents. C ) 0crunit7 tot Socua lif*. )
Yood. () ~leet"zige t~s

3uesinan.( )LackOf etertainment.(

Lack of ale..C)Pytoktat.C)

DUm~tnlemi with colleagne or seniors. C ) pwoziuai for gpurt.()

Redicl s=t.C)Oportnity tor Geacise

Carer ~blm.C )Please list anr other 7robleas you bare

Pinacial~obl. (ftenflterevd over th. pas% week that areMmanial roblms.not listed aboves

~iscipli cc= orour atteft.()

MAL-& Problems. )
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APPENDIX D (Continued)

FME CaOI"W, plae feel free to add any.additto.i.l coen..s pertaining to your
activitles over the peat week that you feel win be of interst to us.
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APPENDIX D (Continued)

:ode no. Date Week no.

.nqel level of activity this week: (FOL UjfSeL-Fj

Number of hoax calls 11 1 Number of genuine calls

atisfaction with Your verfornance:

JONi YOU Wo-E MST SATIS PTED WITG THIS W~

81n all factors into account how demnding (is difficult to carry out/puzzlin/risky etc)
as it? Place an X against One of the numbers.

Not at all S1iglhly Moderately Very
demandinC demanding demandizu3 demanding

.1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ow do you feel about your 7erfor-ance on this particular operation?

Dissatisfied .Slightly Moderately very
satismied satisfied satisfied

I2 34 5 7

E JOB YOU "X=- LEAST S.kT15- =D V. a TaIS

lease re;e these same measures for the job you ware least satisfied with this week.

*v- doaiding was it?

lot at all Slightly Moderately Very
demanding demandng demndAin demnding

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

low do you feel about your perforsrace on this particula: ope.ation?

Disatisfled Sligbtly Moderately Very
satisfied satisfied satisfied

12 345 7

Ay further cments you would like to make about these jobs?
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PLEAS- C=C G.j AS ME-j( AUPRAIA
This week 3q co.-idence in 07 pe "fanS!:e -a n the folloing Items showed;

A definite A Slight No Change A Slight A definite
drop drop Increse. increase

lz:ible pl-nni of operations

"emln with 3? support

Thinkdaq logica1lly about .itormt.on prcwided

jAbilit7 to uase mote ,"andling01 9*rWe~t

is-ayw alert nd vigilant
3esisting prsse tr: haste

Dbtaining Wnoroaton about I's _
, se of Protettivo clothi g

;7se of hook and line ___ __1I_____

essting :endency to act too
: qUickly

SAvvhL4I trsoak time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
W-d4rcv iam at see of
Incidenti nesisting tendetcy to act too j '

PLEASE W AxY OF TnZ )'0LLOw3-5- M3LMS =IT a=Z C==J~ YOU TS v=
() - slight concern, W . det.initey concerned.. (CheC.only.the probls that concern

nilness affecting airs/children .rqnts. C -CVcrtur.ty' for-slactl life.
"o"( ) Unpleasant workir conditions. (

Bereaventent. C)Lack of entertainnent.()

lackc of 8slee1. CPaperrV'rpozts. )
Ditficulties witha colleagues or seniors. Oppotunity for sport/exervise.
Mledical syutom. ( ) Any other poblems not listed above,

Career p-mblin. ( )
Financial rablems. ( )

DiJcipl.:,a. or court m--at s. C )

,A-- a. '
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APPENDIX D (Continued)

PLEASE RATE WRAT YOUR MOD HAS SE LniE r' GENAL OVM T PAST '----

Encirble one of the alternatives for each adjective as fellers:

v ? no - definitely feel (the word definitely describes how you have
0 been feeling)

I no - feel slightly (the word applies only slightly to your feelings
over the past v,,ek)

v v ( no a cannot decide (you cannot decide whether the word describes
hew you have been feeling)

r v ' - definitely do not feel (this vord definitely does not describe
how you have been feeling) n

LMSEELY wv v ? no MHAWPPY TV v ? no

ACTM. TV v ? no J 1MY TV v ? no

vv V ? no T - i V v ? no

31,? iv V ? no PM U V vW ? no

CLUT U v v ? no STIL wv V ? no

AT MMT v T ? no STIE UP vv v ? no
Vv V ? no -ELP'.,S Tv ? no

TV T ? no B T iv v ? no

PULL O PP *TV. v ? no ASM v v ? no

Please do not leave out any of the adjectives.
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APPENDIX E

Ca~e~oWEEKLY DIARY--POST R&R REPORT

camv mxm PaLsw a.La Ohe (exglasia"a ec.)

lac o ths follmavig ajectives deac-be A&Lsmt aocas. feeL~ngm * and i-tatme. of
aud. Piess Ladmaa hm you would4 das~ibe YGUZ feel-i over ths- Pat veag vwag.

(a) d~ onn.m & s~ciwd &. an (b) whmn a call. by .anc±... 'n one of the
&Ltcv" Lplat GAm~ ade.tive. You my7 thefta,- 07pmta f*61±- (aq. slee.W
aft aaii'e) 1-1 both dacbe hm ou w Isme feegmc La thm situ &t d.=aat

q dmP#,v~taj.T falt tb_.S g (the v=4 dA.P4-4tajV dAmsebes how
you. bav, been faslimg)

V .fa3.t sUL4hT (the wq=& egg!. @a- onQ7 %1 17 to 7= reaii12qp)

? . a=t 4eci4s, (ymu aot dec:UW lftstha ths ez des-. %eaes
haw ru bave bam Ca*2!=..)

_a. A'-10 - tal- dUd =o Leal tthis My (thi 1_3 7=AChta teSS
-m des.Lb how 7=u have beam fael 4-g

(1) I= cr v 1. 0==. m L. AM. L JM)

vr rrMAM r W ?

yr r ? o Tr r T s

jcFE vr* r ? VT -' ?V

U=TT ? IC= r W ?

=Av r? vr r1 t

yT ? eryI My yT r ?

y- r r ? zt=yrr?

7~ P =V a IM Tr AT ?r r ?

(1) M-- = =11-E TO I =r Ar

XESM" w r i.U-w T

iAT= yr v ? anm 7r r ? ~

233 TrvY? TV IVY?

sccT T r ? 7r TT ?

?SmVrr? no WVT 2?

= =TV, v ? so ULM T7 ? h

Tr 7 ?n Tr V ? no

F=C 0 I' 7 ? A T T ? n
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APPENDIX E (Continued)

ftis weak w omflidee in or Imeomnce on the following itam sbewed t
A definite A 321ght Sr Change A Sl~ft A dafimite

Plaible planing of oyaatam ______ _____

Imml asp
V~dngc with 57 sappert ___

UNOAl6 Lo~oU7 about
Infamiation Wowided _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _

.Ab±.itT to ase ite handlIft

Obtaining inamtmabomut='

Use of pective clothing
Use of book &md Linm
Resisting toodaMnq to act too

Appmeeing Mafter sak Urn.

send' Lnc c.vilianz at some of

lesiiag tmdc to- aft too
slowly___________________

09of Neupnt

PMU CM AT 0? 3OLM~M~L EA2m M AUZ =CM TMw

(s- light- awe=. W4 uefuite~r. comodired. (c-k Gnli the, Fmlaim that cev=
7mu)

?o.) mspleeaant working conditions.(

Beiem~init. ( ) -Lac Of eutertainent.(

Look of 81e4p. ( ) lavm- wnk/wps. (
MfrIcaltice with colleagues or cairn. , Owonrtalty ta aat.(

Radica cyutn. ()Oppowtunity-foz ezaraiu..c

Carer Wslm. ) lowe list any other problems you have.
(tm& rbam eflcolntered over the past week that az.,

not Listed abovet

busad.lnAwr Or courr Mattmc.(

-%taL moblamm..C)-

issmmi.(
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APPENDIXC E (Continued)

I 6 A UPOstl Plese Ladmto haw yew. weuld desm41be year fo*.LV av the W

S TV V ? no vAYT r ? n

11ZE TT T ? n T T ? an

Tr TV ? no Tr V ? no

W2 M= T ? soanMU vv r ? no

IT ? sox= ? an

Tr V ? an n ~ T ? =

r= Z P Tr r ? n ZVh T ? no

Wbo a& "M anRO YOW PAL

Now do ymu feeL about w.ttA6 ts or___________________

OW"I 7%60. ~Aar C"A"W Lw. yeaLt as tte roult of, the MuL

ftew coo pLms& feeL tmwe to ad& wr add .nm±.awets pe-~t to c
aaT11f&M OVW U& PLIM Vee USZ Yo feeL. vwU be of Lctezint to.a.

M. L5~tdUES -G lats- to- beQ. aft~tI an& Uma JM pvod-

copy Ovaikabio to DTIC (A'es not

permit fully legible reproduction



APPENDIX F

FINAL REPORT

Final Reports would you please complete this report vhen you have fnished your
tour IA 11.1. and before you return hae

Circle Lny Of the altenatives that apply to you

Zn general., and taking such factors as f&tig ue,'an.iy, work

lead, boredom iato account, vas your tour -

a. Ifch better than expected a

b. Rather better than expected b
a. Generqlly as eIpeoted C

d. Rather wrse than expected d

. ch Vorsa* thn expected 0

Did you feel that your performance as- an operator -

a. improved stead l7 throughout the tour a

b. TZNctiiated througheut the tous-
a. Van Unchanged tboughout the. teur

lov did you ceese 'ta etrs vith the risks and dangers of

your job en. tour (Circle as many alternatives as you vish

and add ay further e va under (J) Other )
a. Relia on good luck a

b. Relisace an your X= training b

a. Reliane on skill and confidence to

ana171e Job Ln hand o

d. Reliance on God or rvllgioum faith 4

a. ProtendtiC that no danger existed e

f. Conviction that doing an important job
for a just cause f

g. Ussentfioatien with your colleagues and

team g
h. Conviction that it couldn't happen to me h

L_ lees of letting yourself down or shoving

WL,,,i,.J. ther_________________

k

lew dd vat for a task when on Call af .ect you?

a. Generally mao me quite tense and anxious a

b. At f"Irm made ae quite toes and anxious

bt' gradually got nsed to it b
C. Did net make me anxious and toe
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PPENDIX F (Continued)

Vhat effect d4d'verinL,, on a- doyve. have. on you?

S. GnerS.LY 3e6 we e3z'tromeAy Sense and

b. Gene.raoy mad e quite Sense and -zi.uioua b

0. At first made m tonge =d aaz-ous but

grd.ually got used to Lt a

4. Di4 net maks me an,eus and tease

Ve-t you aware of any person" tendencies or vee sesos

which could have a6te you vulnerable &a an operator and
-Againt which you had to guard - La effect an Aeb4 le
Keel?

a. To work too quickly a

b. To work too slowly b
a. To plan approach by Luaprtiouratheor

than by logical thoug h

d. To becoe casual and complacenv d

.. Too mam preoccupation with deta

f. Tendency to an* cornersf
c. T27ing to mteo expectations of S and

others C

h. To becomw less aloerie after several false

I. ?~lw014t anticipate lkely resuats of
satlons taken ±

J. ZntOl&7sc of fatigue or sloop loss

k. Othmw__________________ k

Ter% you *Veraver, (Or was it-u pted out to you
by others) that you bad made a: %$:stake in appaOch or

techniues which eould bave bad potentially

daa4=rous consequencee?

A. Tee - ona i4ae eccasioz only a
b. Te -nmre than onre oecasion b

0. Never0

f Iou mrked a or b, Can you briefly say vbat thee

mi.askee were?
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APPENDIX F (Continued)

Do you feel that yourtour has chan4ed you in any way

A & person?

a. No a
b. Nor* m ture and contented b

0. aereased self-contfdence and self-respect a

4. A better soldier d

e. Nor" cyn c. l and disiLluaioned a

t. Mor.t'to-Torat and critical f

.. Loss. satiafied vith your career £

h. Other_
h

D1.g your tour has ?our intake of a.cohol ,hoiZn-

a. No chad. fr'om pro tourlevels a

b. An increase from pro-tour levels b
0. L decrease ftou pro-tour lgvels 0

Deing you Tour has your conumption of cIgarettes
abIove -

w. e Change from pro-tour levels

b. An increase from prW-tour levels b

e. A deare sae from pre-our.levels c

Dozing yot tour, have yoa notaced any ah-g in your

attitudee or feelings tov rda other peopi, , cloe

friends or relatives? ift so, please specify.

Do yOU antlAlate amy roblome 1A adjutaent (llowtg yogr tour L N.I., and,
if $, could you LndAcGte what these amit be.
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APPENDIX F (Continued)

Free Couents please feel free to add any additional comments pertaining to your
tour of duty in ,.I. that you think will be of interest to us.

We are plannlxg to follow-up your tour in ,.I. with a ftrl.1 questionnaire in
approximately three months. Could you indicate whoe you will be going following
your tour so that we might contact you directly.
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